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Faculty of arts
restructuring
Possible "umbrella" of honours bachelor
of arts has students asking questions
ANOREA MILLET
LEAD REPORTER

At an arts council meeting on Friday
it was announced that the university
is looking into changing the structure of Laurier's arts faculty, possibly implementing a honours bachelor of arts (BA) program without a
specialization.
There has also been some discussion about certain smaller arts programs changing, raising concerns
from students within those programs in question.
"The discussion hasn't been
about merging those programs;
what it has been is to change how
those programs are administered;'
said vice-president of academics
Deb MacLatchy.
"My understanding from what's
being proposed around the interdisciplinary programs is an administrative umbrella:'
Student concern has risen around
the fear that their programs may be
cut altogether, although administration has assured that this is not going to be the case.
"We're not going to pull the plug
on any student programs that are
actually in program now;' said
MacLatchy.
"We do have a commitment for
students who are in a program ...
that we find a way to have those students finish the program that they
are in:'
When questioned by The Cord
about this situation, the acting

We're not going to
pull the plug on any
student programs that
are actually in program
now."
-Vice-president ofacademics
Deb MacLatchy

dean of arts Mary-Louise Byrne explained that the changes proposed
would not affect the programs currently in place at Laurier.
· "At the present moment medieval
'studies, cultural studies, women's
studies, North American studies
are all programs in the faculty of
arts. There are no plans to eliminate
them:'
Instead, what has been brought
up is the opportunity for a liberal
arts program that will allow students who have either not declared
a major or who are currently taking
a general arts degree to take an honours program.
"Were proposing a liberal arts
degree for students who have a 5.0
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Kyle Walker, seconds after he was crowned the next WLUSU president, celebrates at Wilt's.

Walker elected president
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Summer arts
courses lacking
Limited options in the faculty of arts for
those beginning to make summer plans
MIKE LAKUSIAK
STAFF WRIT ER

TRINA SCHMIDT GRAPHICS EDITOR
PHOTOS BY NICK LACHANCE AND ANDREW WI NDREM

Student~to-faculty

ratios released

Ratio not necessarily the best indicator of class size
MIKE LAKUSIAK
STAFF WR ITER

Laurier's administration has, in collaboration with the registrar's office,
released a finalized student-to-faculty ratio for the 2009-10 academic
year.
This ratio reflects total student enrolment over both the fall
and winter semesters and all hired

full-time equivalent faculty.
The ratio provided, calculated
from enrolment numbers on Feb. 1,
indicates a decrease in the number
of students to each faculty member
at Laurier, with 21.8 students versus
22. 9 ih 2oo8-o 9.
As well, every faculty from arts to
the Brantford campus saw the ratio
drop from last year's levels with the
most recent numbers.
This information comes ahead oL

~ituation

the mandated date of March 1 for
reporting a finalized ratio to faculty
as required in the current collective
agreement between the school and
the Wilfrid Laurier University Faculty Association (WLUFA).
There had been pressure from
both faculty and student groups for
the information for some time leading up to administration disclosing
News, page 6

Undergraduate course registration
for the spring and summer terms
opened Feb. 1 and the choices available to students are, for the time being, meagre.
Currently the only courses offered in a classroom environment
- as opposed to online - are in the
faculty of business and economics,
with only two courses in communications studies representing the faculty of arts. Even in online courses,
the faculty of arts has few offerings
available on the Laurier Online Registration and Information System
(LORIS) for students.
"The classroom courses in arts
will be added;' said assistant vicepresident of academic services Tom
Buckley.
"There's been no moratorium or
decision not to offer courses:'
"We had 44 non-business courses
offered last spring;' he continued.
"The number offered will be

similar and in some subject areas
you will see an increase:'
Vice-president of academics Deb
MacLatchy echoed Buckley's sentiment, stating that summer courses
were not being cut. "I think at the
end of the day it'll actually go in the
opposite direction. The dean of arts
and the dean of science are actually
looking at increasing the number of
courses offered on campus:'
The School of Business and Economics (SBE) runs on a trimester
system to accommodate co-op students and thus offers many classroom and online courses between
the winter and fall semesters. However, this is different for courses offered in the faculty of arts and elsewhere, which are intended to help
students catch up or get ahead.
"We're taking a look at what
courses make sense for students to
take;' Buckley said. "Students may
want to accelerate degree completion or maybe afirst-yearwas unsuccessful in a course they need for
News, page 4
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Bag 0' Crime

Photo of the Week

Drugs
Date: Feb. 1, 2010@ 10:30 a.m.
Location: WLUSU - Fred Nichols
Campus Centre
Some found property was turned
into the Dispatch Centre. Amongst
the property was a black bag containing a silver tin with several marijuana cigarettes.
Injured/Sick Person
Date: Feb. 4, 2010 @ 10:48 p.m.
Location: Residence
A report was received of a broken door window. SCS attended
and discovered that an intoxicated
18-year-old male had kicked out a
window and sustained a severe leg
injury. The student was transported
to Grand River Hospital.
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Despite the warm weather this Sunday, at least one diligent
resident took it upon himself to_go skating in Waterloo Park.

From the archives
syears
Financial woes closing local bars
Local bar Loose Change Louie's, (which became Fubar and is now Taboo)
closed on Feb. 4, 2005. When it closed it owed more than $170,000 in rent.

Printed Feb. g, 2005

25years
BACCHUS declared a success
After its first year at Laurier, Boosting Alcohol Consciousness Concerning
the Health of University Students (BACCHUS) it was announced that the alcohol awareness program would continue. It began in the summer, following a donation from the Canadian Distillers Association

Printed Feb.'J, 1985

This Week in quotes

Unwanted Person
Date: Feb. 5, 2010@ 10:53 p.m.
Location: Residence
A complaint was received about
two non- students (males) running through the hallways who were
looking for their sister. They were
both evicted from the premises.
Theft Under $5000
Date: Feb. 6, 2010@ 12:23 a.m.
Location: Schlegel Centre
A SCS officer on mobile patrol came
across four people at the intersection of University Avenue and Albert Street in possession of a floor
cleaner/polisher unit. Further investigation revealed the unit had
been removed from the Schlegel
Centre by the foursome.

Property Damage
Date: Feb. 7, 2010@ 3:32a.m.
Location: Residence

A
was received about a strong
odour coming from the foyer. A SCS
officer attended and discovered that
a plastic pen had been inserted on
the heating core of the electrical
base board and had melted.

Alarm
Date: Feb. 7, 2010@ 4:25p.m.
Location: Frank C. Peters Building
SCS officers responded to a projector alarm in a classroom. It was
discovered that the alarm had been
accidentally activated by someone
tossing an eraser into the air.
Graffiti
Date: Feb. 7, 2010
Location: Dr. Alvin Woods Building
An SCS officer discovered graffiti
scribbled on a Hand Sanitization
Awareness Poster on the first floor
by the elevator. The graffiti consisted of obscene drawings. The poster
was removed. No suspects.
Injured/Sick Person
Date: Feb. 7, 2010 @ 8:05p.m.
Location: The Library
A call was received from a male party requesting the assistance from
ERT regarding a hand injury. An
SCS officer and ERT responded to
the library and located a male party
suffering from what he believed was
a dislocated knuckle. He had been
involved in some "horseplay" with
another male on Seagram Street.

Ifyou have any information regard-

- Dean ofarts Mary-Louise Byrne responding to a question regarding student concern
about possible program magers within thefaculty ofarts.
"People want to try and get it posted but it's kind of a working document:'

-Vice-president academic Deb MacLatchy speaking about the course aalendarfor the
summer calendar, which has still not been completed.
"I wish I knew. Ifl did I would probably get paid a lot more money:'

- Women's volleyball coach Luke Snider after the team's win on Saturday. ending their
four-game losing streak.

''

fight for students. It's
going to be the first
thing [I do], the last
thing and everything in
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-Vicki Lam
First-yea r business ,

- WLUSU president elect Kyle Walker
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"I got all my choices. they
weren't affected by anything."
-Dic kson Koo
First-year English
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1-800-222-TIPS. The Bag 0 ' Crime is
submitted by WLU Special Constable
Service.
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NEWS

News Editor Lauren Millet • lmillet@thecord.ca

WLUSU elections results
Kyle Walker victorious by
more than 200 votes
LAUREN MILLET
NEWS EDITOR

Around 2:30 a.m. Friday morning,
the results of the 2010-11 Wilfrid
Laurier University Students' Union
president were announced at Wilf's.
Kyle Walker, after patiently and
nervously pacing around the bar,
shouted for joy as he was declared
the winner.
''I'm happy ... I don't really know
what else to say;' said Walker, who
was almost speechless after the announcement. "I figured it was going
to be close, but I didn't know which
way it would swing:'
Kory Preston finished second,
Lawrence Maclin third and Sunny
Chan fourth.
While the elections committee,
led by chief returning officer (CRO)
Nicole Rebry, counted the ballots,

candidates Maclin and Walker arrived at Wilf's early to await the
results.
Preston appeared around 1 a.m.,
while Chan did not make an appearance at all and refused to comment
about the results at a later date.
Prior to the announcement,
Walker said that he really had no
idea what the outcome would be,
but noted that he was "cautiously
optimistic."
He added that he felt there had
been a good turnout of students
throughout the day.
Walker spent the majority of
Election Day in Brantford, adding
that to his knowledge no presidential candidate has ever done that
before.
"I think Brantford students responded well. Down there, there's
only one polling station in one
building with only one place to go in

Board members elected
ALANNA WALLACE
IN DEPTH EDITOR

The names of those elected to the
Wilfrid Laurier University Students'
Union board of directors for 2010-11
were announced in the early hours
of Friday morning at Wilf's.
Of the 15 elected, 11 will be new,
while all four current directors running for re-election were successful.
"I was a little bit on edge about
whether or not I was going to get reelected but it worked out;' said returning director Kyle Hocking, who
plans to run for chair of the board
next year.
Returning directors will provide
much- needed guidance to new directors, especially in the early stages
of the board's transition, which will
take place May 1.
Despite the voting results coming in after 2 a.m., many of the candidates waited at Wilf's to hear the
results first- hand from the elections
committee.
First-time director Jon Pryce said
he was prepared for the late result
and would follow the group to the
24-hour lounge if it meant hearing
the results first-hand.
"It went great;' said returning director Chris Oberle, who also plans
to run for chair this year. "There's a
lot of important things to do:'

Along with Oberle and Hocking,
returning directors Michael Onabolu and Greg Evans also received
positions on next year's board of
directors.
Among the first-year directors
will be Chris Walker, who received
an endorsement from The Cord last
week.
"I was really happy to get the Cord
endorsement;' said Walker.
"I talked to a lot of people who
have run for board of directors and
they said the open forum ... it's
about getting the Cord endorsement
because that way you reach more
people:'
Some directors worked with presidential candidates on both their
platforms and throughout the rest
of the election period, and many
were visibly pleased after it was
announced that Kyle Walker was
elected as the WLUSU president for

PHOTOS BY NICK LACHANCE. MYLES WILSON AND YUSUF KIDWAI

Kyle Walker, Kory Preston and Lawrence Maclin after the announcement. Sunny Chan was not present.

and out, so I kind of parked myself
outside of there and talked to a lot of
students;' said Walker.
The other candidates were quick
to congratulate Walker after his victory was announced; Preston even
embraced Walker in a massive hug,
evidently displaying no immediate
hard feelings.
''I'm stoked; I think Kyle will make
an amazing president. I absolutely
support him;' commented Preston
afterwards.
He added that if he could do it all
over again, he would not change a
thing about how his campaign was

ran the presidential race.
''I'm very proud that I had the opportunity to work with each and
every one of them and I wouldn't
change a thing:'
When asked what he was going to
do first for students, Walker said he
was unsure, as a lot can happen between now and May 1.
He was, however, completely sure
about one thing.
"Every day I'm going to fight for
students. It's going to be the first
thing [I do], the last thing and everything in between:'

Seth Warren
Chris Walker
Jennifer Solda
Michael Onabolu
Kyle Hocking
Greg Evans
Chris Oberle
Chloe Arbutina
Trevor Faessler
Jon Pryce
AdamPayler
Ted Brown
Tom Papanastasiou
Mike Passmore
Jon Collaton

Not elected

2010-11.

"I think the learning curve is going to be a lot steeper with Kyle
Walker than it would have been with
Kory [Preston] but! think [Walker is] going to do a good job," said
Hocking. "He's certainly got a lot of
experience with the type ofleadership role he's going to take:'
The incoming board of directors
will meet tonight at 10:30 p.m. to
elect their chair for the 2010- 11 year.

run.
"My campaign's focus was on
spreading awareness about the issues and I think we did that:'
Preston was unsure if he was going to remain involved with WLUSU
for the upcoming year, noting, "It's a
long road between now and then:'
Maclin also expressed his support
for Walker as WLUSU president.
"Kyle ran an amazing race and
I know he's going to do a great job
next year. I'm very happy with that
fact:'
Maclin was quick to give a nod to
his campaign team and the way they

Alex Allevato
John Sampson
Paul Hawthorne.
Rob Thompson
MattMedoca
Ahmer Bhurgi
TRINA SCHMIDT GRAPHICS EDITOR

Last week. The. Cord printed the wrong platform for
board candidate Trevor Faessler; Faessler was elected
and this is what he hopes to accomplish next year

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Kyle Hocking, elected to the board, plans to run for the thair.

I have been involved in almost every facet of Laurier life available
to a student and very active within
WLUSU through various committees. The most beneficial towards
the position of Director has been
my experience within BOD itself as
a member of the Brantford-Gampus

Council. I will strive to be an effective liaison between the Brantford
and Waterloo campuses as well as
the students that attend both. I hope
to play a proactive role in ensuring
that ideas from both campuses are
being heard throughout the entire
Laurier community.
While I have many different initiatives, one of the largest that I
would like to explore is potentially
making the EVP:BO (Executive Vice
President: Brantford Operations) a
hybrid between a hired position an
election process.

Numbers not
yet final
The numbers printed in the graph
and mentioned in the stories are
not official. as the elections committee has not finished totaling
the ballots.
Check The Cord on Feb. 24 for a
breakdown of votes for president
and board of directors based on
faculty.
·~ 1
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Students working
to create info hub
Nearly 600 join Facebook group
cover
grade point average right now and
are in the general degree program;'
said Byrne.
MacLatchy believes that there
are students in the arts department
who do not want to choose to major
in one of the available disciplines,
and Laurier currently does not offer a broad-based honors degree for
those students.
Within this honours BA students
would be able to take a variety of
courses from the arts programs
without having to choose a specific
major.
"It would be a new program unto
itself and you can still specialize
within that and take courses specific
to each of those degrees from before;' said third-year medieval studies and English major Amy Vigliotti.
The confusion surrounding this
issue, and students' fears that their
program may be cut, have come
from a lack of information passing
from administration down to the
rest of the Laurier community.
"Because it's such a volatile subject, we're dealing with people's futures and people's ability to graduate, people are afraid so of course
they exaggerate things.
"They worry and things get blown
out of proportion;' said third-year
medieval studies and English major
Ashley Walsh.
This lack of communication and
lack of information for students
is what they are arguing needs to
change.
"There's obviously a lot of questions that we want to have answered about what ... implementing this program would mean;' said

Vigliotti.
"What we request is that we get
the information as it is coming in
so that students can be forewarned
about impending change, especially
when it affects their entire degree;'
said third-year medieval studies
and English major Melinda Phelan.
Through the creation of a Facebook group, these students have
been working to inform their peers
and create discussion about what is
happening, how they will be affected and what it will mean for their future at Laurier.
Third-year archaeology and medieval studies major Mark Kovacs
explained that they have created
a student group called the Laurier
Arts Action Plan (LAAP) to form an
information hub to keep students
updated.
They are now working to get
booths set up in the coming weeks
as well as a forum where students
can learn about how their programs
might be changing and how it could
affect them.
While they are hoping to find answers to their questions, students
are not pointing blame at anyone,
and they are not protesting the implementation of the program.
"The [university is] trying to
make it so that these programs don't
get cuts;' said Vigliotti
"As much as it doesn't seem like
an ideal situation it's the best we
might have. We have to figure out
how were going to work with that
situation:'
All quotationsftom vice-president of

academics Deb MacLatchy were taken
ftom a recording ofa editorial board
meeting between Cord staffand members
ofuniversity administration on Feb. g.

ELLI GARLIN STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

This year t here are fewer options for summer arts students and business students wanting electives.

Students struggle to register
for summer arts classes
cover
progression:'
Over 11,500 students registered
for summer courses in 2009 with
an almost even split between those
taking courses online and on campus. Of the physical classes offered, the average enrolment was 41
students.
Other universities in Canada have
used summer course offerings to
supplement their revenue stream.
As Laurier faces a difficult financial
situation, offering more classes for
students outside of the regular academic year could prove beneficial to
both the school and students.
"We have to pay for the buildings all year long and some would
argue that they are under utilized in
the summer;' Buckley noted. "More
courses mean better utilising that
physical infrastructure we have and
with more students in classes and
paying fees there's more revenue

attached:'
Buckley explained that he doesn't
think the current financial situation
is an inhibitor to course offerings,
but instead raises questions about if
the institution should focus more on
courses in the sun1mer.
"We do get government funding for those students in springsummer, so I think we're asking
the same questions as a lot of other
institutions:'
For the time being, students will
have to delay planning for the summer term as the school intermittently adds to its offerings. As students
begin to think about the upcoming
months, including job prospects and
whether or not to remain living in
Waterloo after the current semester, delays will come from not having access to all the information on
what classes are available.
"People want to try and get it
posted but it's kind of a working
document;' said MacLatchy of the

''

We have to pay for the
buildings all year long
and some would argue
that they are underutilized in the summer:'
-Tom Buckley, AVP: academic services

course calendar. "A lot of this is determined by the departments and
them finding instructors for courses with enough student need and
interest.
"The spring-summer calendar
will keep adding courses until it's
too late to keep adding them :'

Laurier to host violence training
JACQUELINE HOVIUS
STAFF WRITER

On Feb. 10 and 11, Wilfrid Laurier
University will be hosting a conference at the Waterloo Inn focusing on
violence threat and risk assessment
training. 100 delegates from Laurier,
Conestoga College, the University of
Waterloo, the University of Guelph,
Sheridan College, Fanshawe College
and community partners such as the
Waterloo Regional Police and the
Guelph Police are expected to attend
the conference.
Investigation into recent highprofile violence threats at Virginia
Tech and Dawson College show that
these incidents could have been
prevented.
The problem is that these interventions require information from
various separate department!!, such
as security, human resources and

An average refund with us is Sl,OOO.
We get you an average of 51,000 on your tax refund,
so you can do more of what you want to do. Get It Right."'
Student Tax Prep

S29gs

H&R BLOCK·

plus FREE SPC Card.'

Click, call or come over.
~

I hrblock.ca I 800-HRBLOCK

2009 H&R Block Canada, Inc. *$29.95 valid for regular student tax preparation only.
Student tax preparation with Cash Back option is $34.95. To qualify for student pricing,
student must present either (i) a T2202a documenting 4 or more months of full-time
attendance at a college or university during 2009 or (ii) a valid high school identification
card. Expires July 31, 2010. Valid only at participating H&R Block locations in Canada.

employment law departments.
Rod Curran, director of Laurier's
Special Constable Service, explains
that there is a need for a multidisciplinary approach to assess the signs
and warnings, and that a threat assessment team has the ability to
decide how to best deal with the
situation.
"If a professor or student feels
that there is a threat out there, it will
go through the team, and then the
team will decide what to do about
the threat and whether to get the police, the special constable service or
the dean of students involved.
"What it's going to do is probably
stop a lot of [threats] before they
even start. It goes before this team
of experts and they decide whether
it is a real threat, what action should
they take and what action can be
taken," said Curran.
This initiative stems from the
Ontario Association of College and

Universities
A Security Administrators
(OACUSA) conference was held in
Hamilton in May of 2008. Kevin
Cameron, a representative from
the Canadian Centre for Threat Assessment and Trauma Response
(CCTATR), spoke to the ministry
of training for possible support for
province-wide training.
Curran, the president of OACUSA, is gracious to the ministry of
training for providing a grant of
$300,ooo for this conference.
"I really want to thank the ministry for providing the funds for this,
because it wouldn't have been able
to happen without them."
Curran added that he feels this
training will have a direct impact on
the safety of Laurier students.
"I think it will make our university
a lot safer, and I think this committee will be able to deal with a lot of
issues that come forward:'

__Women's Centre launches body
image peer support group
LIANESALO
CORD NEWS

Starting Feb. 25, the Laurier Women's Centre will be hosting a body
image peer support group entitled
Living LOUD - Loving Ourselves
Unconditionally and Defiantly which aims to encourage body acceptance within all genders.
Through discussion and moral
support, the group hopes to decon struct and challenge the systems
and views in society that contribute
to body hate.
"No matter what you look like,

what you weigh, everyone should be
allowed to love themselves and have
access to the right tools and skills to
do that;' explained Women's Centre
facilitator Laura Adelman.
Topics that will be looked at in relation to how we are made to think
about our bodies include sexism,
racism, transphobia, ableism and
capitalism.
Living LOUD is the first peer support group organized by the centre.
Its facilitators believe that having
a supportive community of people
who have gone through similar experiences relating to body image
and acceptance is one of the best

ways to encourage positive changes
in one's life.
Adelman emphasized that the
Living LOUD format isn't about listening to an expert give a healthy
living type of speech, it's about sharing information and experiences
to learn from one another in a safe
environment.
The group is intended to "help
people realize that they aren't broken, it's the system that's broken;'
explained Adelman.
Living LOUD meetings will take
place at the WLU Women's Centre
bi-weekly on Thursdays at 5:30 p.m.
and will be open to all genders.

-~-~----
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Senate elected, BOG acclaimed
In other election results announced at Wilfs last Friday
morning, five of six senate candidates were successful
ANDREA MILLET
LEAD REPORTER

The student representatives elected
for the 2010-12 senate were announced last Thursday along with
the rest of the election results.
Students voted during the day to
choose five incoming members from
a possible six candidates.
Chris Walker, Alishia Mallory,
Ted Brown, Mike Alfieri and Emily
Slofstra were voted in, while Omar

Shah, who was acclaimed tor the
board of governors, was not. There
was only one available student seat
on the board of governors this year.
''I'm really excited about the
chance to represent Laurier;• said
Walker, who was also elected to the
students' union board of directors.
"I want to advocate for students, I
want to lobby for students on an aggressive level;' said Walker.
"Those issues include Internet
access, OneCard issues and environmental sustainability. Those are

the things that I ran on ... and those
are the things I really feel passionate
about:'
The senate deals with the educational policy in place at Laurier and
works with the board of governors
in relation to the operation of the
university.
These five undergraduate members will have the opportunity to sit
on some of the 12 committees the
senate has available and will provide
a student voice at approximately
eight meetings held during the year.
MYLES WILSON STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SBESS winner Aneesh La celebrates his presidential victory. This
was the first year that a faculty association elected a president
through students' union elections .

.WLUSP fee increase passes with majority
referendum passing with 1,096 voting "yes" and 878 voting "no".
Party chair of the student publiSTAFF WRITER
cations referendum campaign and
During the Wilfrid Laurier UniverBlueprint Magazine editor-in-chief
sity Students' Union elections last
Erin Epp spoke about some of the
Thursday, voters were asked three
reasons behind the fee increase.
"Over the last few years we've
referendum questions along with
had increased costs and decreased
their choices for elected positions.
revenues.
Besides two standard questions
"We've had increases in rent and
involving the presentation of the
union's financial statements and
advertising has been down on a nathe appointed auditor, students
tionallevel as well as on campus:'
were asked if they supported an inEpp added that as WLUSP continues to expand, more funding was
crease in the fee levied by student
publications.
needed.
"Our acquisition of Radio Laurier
The text on the ballot read, "I am
in favour of a $0.75 per half-aredit
has a lot of costs associated with it;' increase (up to 4 credits per semesshe said. "We had all these factors
ter) in the Wilfrid Laurier University that contributed to a hard financial
Student Publications fee, effective
year for publications:'
September 1st, 2010:'
· The results of the referendum
were not surprising to Epp, who
Though the official results have
noted, "I expected the outcome benot been finalized by the students'
cause referendums generally do
union, the unofficial totals show the
MIKE LAKUSIAK

pass at the school and I think it is a
worthwhile cause.
"Everyone has consumed student publications media in some
way, shape or form and I think people do appreciate it and want it to
continue."
Though the motion for the fee increase did pass, the margin was not
substantial; it only passed with a
margin of 218 votes.
Epp commented that the values
do not necessarily represent the
opinions of all students because of
the low turnout of student elections.
"I woUld say that it's not necessarily accurate or representative of
the entire student population because only 20 per cent votes and it's
a certain 20 per cent that votes:'
Though she doesn't feel the numhers reflect the entire university
community, at the end all that mattered to Epp was that "it did still
pass."

News

in brief

Former fine arts professor
succumbs to pneumonia

On Feb. s. former Laurier fine arts
professor Michal Manson passed
away as a result of pneumonia.
Manson came to Laurier as an
artist-in-residence in 1973 and later
became a studio instructor of drawing and painting. She also received
Laurier's Honorary Alumna Award
in 1991 as well as the Hoffmann-Little Award in 2001 for excellence in
teaching.
Throughout her career as a teacher, Manson continued to display her
artwork in galleries across Canada,
the U.S. and Europe.
Laurier currently holds several
pieces of her work in its collection.
Manson'-s passion for art led to
the creation of Laurier's first art
gallery, which at the time of its

initiation was located in the Concourse. That on-campus gallery now
exists as the Robert Langen Art Gallery in the Aird building.
- Compiled by Lauren Millet

WLU voice professor to appear on TV
Laurier voice professor Kimberly
Barber will appear on the Rogers 1V
show Grand River Living next week.
She will be featured on the show
based on her opera career and her
involvement with the critically acclaimed CD L'Accordioniste.
Barber joined Laurier's faculty
of music in 2002 and is the administrative co-ordinator of both the
voice and opera programs.
-Compiled by Lauren Millet
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Laurier's student-to-faculty ratio
2008-09 total university ratio: 22.9:1

2009-10 total university ratio: 21.8:1

WLUFA to further
examine numbers

NewAVP

cover
the figures.
The collective agreement in place
is unique with this requirement
among Canadian universities, vicepresident of finance and administration Jim Butler noted.
"That's a unique requirement in
a faculty collective agreement, I'm
not intimately aware of all the faculty collective agreements but to my
knowledge it's the only one in Canada;• said Butler.
A reason so much focus has been
placed on this calculated ratio as opposed to other indicators of
change in the classroom environment - is the fact that the collective agreement with the university's
faculty requires that a 25:1 ratio be
maintained. The ratio is very broad
and doesn't necessarily directly depict the classroom experience, but
it gives a general idea of how many
instructors there are to contend with
enrolled students in a given year.
WLUFA president Judy Bates explained that, "It isn't a great indicator; there are other measures of how
students are experiencing changes
in their class sizes:'
Bates noted that WLUFA does
scrutinize the ratio and that the association would spend some time
checking and verifYing their accuracy before making any comments.
Butler noted the conditions that
affect the current issue of class size
at Laurier, including a change in the
number of courses required to be
taught by each faculty member and

funding issues on a provincial level.
He added that additional funding
to Laurier "would enable us to hire
additional faculty and address some
of the class size issues. You can't do
that if the government's not going to
give you the money for the growth:'
The numbers indicate a better situation from last year, at least
in terms of the number of faculty responsible for the student
population.
However, at press time it could
not be confirmed that the 2 oo8- 09
ratio was calculated using the same
formula as this year's ratio,leaving a
possibility that the numbers do not
give a complete picture of this year
compared to last year.
There was also a change in the
way full-time equivalent faculty,
specifically contract academic staff,
is factored into student to faculty
ratio calculation between the prel.'ious and current faculty collective
agreement.
Since the current collective agreement was due to come into effect
July 1, 2008, but in reality was not
ratified until February 2009, it remains unclear whether comparing the 22.9 students to each faculty member with this year's 21.8
students is an accurate and useful
comparison.
Bates assessed the situation, admitting that the numbers provided
by the university were low, possibly
lower than expected.
"It's marginally lower that what
we saw last year, but these are numhers that WLUFA will check:'

Faculty to student
ratios 2009-10
(2008-09)
Arts

23.1:1 (29.6: 1)
Science

21.0: 1 (22.5: 1)
SBE

24·5= 1 (28.0: 1)
Music

9·9 (11.0: 1)
Brantford

24·9 (35·3: 1)
Education

Social Work

9-1 (10.7: 1)

hired
OLIVIA NIGHTINGALE
STAFF WRITER

On March 8, Laurier will be welcomingthe newly~ appointed assistant vice-president of development,
Kathryn Elton, to its staff.
Vice-president of alumni relations and development Rob Donelson, who will be working closely
with Elton, explained that Elton
"will be responsible for the Major Gift Fundraising Program that
involves donations of $25,000 or
more:·
While the job title may be new,
Donelson states that "it is not entirely a new position but was a result
of restructuring to accommodate
our current needs:'
Donelson explains that The Major Gift Fundraising Program has
become increasingly important, as
Laurier will soon be embarking on
its next major capital campaign.
Elton has experience with initiatives similar to the major gift fundraising program, having worked in
the field of fundraising marketing
and communications.
After being employed by the University of Guelph, where she is an
alumnus, Elton said that although
the decision to leave Guelph was not
an easy one, she "could not pass up a
great leadership opportunity:'
An involved member of her community, Elton said she has "heard
nothing but amazing things about
Laurier and its strong sense of community, and I cannot wait to become
a part of it:'

Make it happen with transfer credit from Athabasca University.
• At Athabasca University, our transfer credits can help you expand
your academic options. Just ask Marc, who is on track to finish his
degree at an Ontario university a year early. He's doing this by taking
some AU courses online during the summer while he works full-time,
and is applying his AU course credits towards his degree. AU offers
over 700 courses delivered online and at a distance. And our flexible
start times mean you can fit your course work into your schedule.
• Transferability. Another reason why AU stands out as a global leader
in distance learning excellence.

standout

www.athabascau.ca/standout
1-8oo·788·9041

Athabasca Universityll

thecord.ca
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''

[I've] heard nothing but

amazing things about

Laurier and its strong
sep.se of community ...
I cannot wait to be part
of it:'
-Kathryn Elton, recently hired assistant
vice-president ofdevelopment
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Finding hope for the body and mind
KRISTEN DUVALL
STAFF WRITER

On Monday evening, the Eating Disorder Awareness Coalition
(EDAC) put on an event intended
to envoke emotion, inspiration and
hope surrounding the rising issue of
eating disorders.
A crowd of people gathered at KW
Counseling Services to hear those
on the path to recovery, loved ones
affected by those with an eating
disorder and citizens searching for
help.
Kathryn Barratt, executive director ofEDAC, explained that "[the
event is meant to] provide connections, provide inspirations and links
to resources of people that can help
their journey:·
Established 15years ago, EDAC
is a volunteer-driven charity of
about 100 volunteers committed to
improving the lives of people affected by eating disorders, weight
preoccupation and size prejudice
through delivering education and
prevention programs, building a
supportive community and providing referrals to treatment and
resources.
Receiving about 6oo calls a year
from those affected by the disease,
EDAC is a prominent organization
in the Kitchener-Waterloo region.
During the event on Monday,
Dani Cadieux, a third-year human
kinetics and psychology student at
the University of Guelph, explained
that her eating disorder began in
high school but she never admitted

it at the time.
"It's something that kind of snuck
up on me;· said Cadieux. "Everyone around me noticed, but they
never thought it would be an eating
disorder:·
By Cadieux's first year of university, she felt that her life was completely out of control.
"Going through treatment is the
hardest thing I've ever had to do;'
said Cadieux on finally getting the
help she needed.
Now still recovering, Cadieux
is able to enjoy life more and do
what she loves, including ultimate
Frisbee.
Cathy Menard, the mother of an
eating disorder victim, talked about
her daughter Laura, who at the age
of 26 was in critical condition.
Menard admitted, "I was scared
... this challenge can be daunting
but it is also one that must be met:'
Menard explained that before
finding help, her daughter's eating
disorder became a constant companion, something she was completely good at and possessed by.
The message conveyed by all the
event participants was that it is important to know that no one is alone
in this issue and eating disorders are
not an illness by choice.
Children as young as seven years
old up to middle-age women are
victims of this disease, displaying
the need for more education to the
public.
"They don't have to hide from it
[and with that], recovery from an
eating disorder is possible;· Barratt
stated.

KW

in brief

Serial stalker apologizes
On Jan. 8, John Rausch, 51, pursued
Michelle Broege, a Kitchenerwoman, in attempt to make amends with
her. Rausch is currently on trial for
allegedly harassing Broege during
the spring and summer of 2009.
Broege's complaints against
Rausch include hanging around her
house watching her, flooding her
with phone calls and slashing the
tires of her car.
Rausch has previously been convicted for harassing two other wornen since 2001. In addition to therecent harassment charge, Rausch has
been charged with threatening and
breach of probation.

-Compiled by Linda Givetash

City merger question raised
yet again

YUSUF KIDWAI PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Eating disorders are the third most common illness among girls.

Brenda Halloran, mayor ofWaterloo, proposed a referendum question for this October's municipal
election regarding the amalgamation of Waterloo and Kitchener.
The question was framed much
like the one denied at the Jan. 25 city
council meeting.
The new question specifies that
both the advantages and disadvantages of a merger will be discussed
Halloran also added the recommendation to hold a follow-up
referendum to pursue a merger depending on the results of a
discussion.
The question will be voted upon
at an upcoming council meeting.
-Compiled by Linda Givetash
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Province fclils in a knowledge economy
As the job market in Ontario moves away from labour-intensive positions, skills training beyond high
school and post-secondary education will become a necessity in finding employment opportunities
J

LINDA GIVETASH
LOCAL AND NATIONAL EDITOR

Unemployment rates in Ontario
are projected to skyrocket by 2021 if
proper support is not given to higher
learning. Coinciding with this will
be a growing job market unfilled due
to a lack of qualified workers.
President emeritus of Seneca
College Rick Miner released a report
on Feb. 3, stating that 700,000 people will be unemployed ip. addition
to the common average of only five
percent.
"The paper brought together the
two trends that are going to really have an impact on the labour
force .... The demographic results as
a consequence of the aging population and a shift from a labour to
knowledge economy;' said Miner.
Although the paper cited the possibility of 1.1 million people unemployed, it also estimated 1.3 million
job openings.
"I started to realize that it wasn't
simply a demographic issue but it
was a workforce skills issue;' said
Miner regarding the discoveries he
made while conducting his research.
"People are concentrating on
the 'oh my God, that much more

unemployment, what are we going
to do' and at times they miss the 'oh
my God there's a whole bunch of job
vacancies that we can't fill because
we don't have the right people for
the vacancies;' said Miner.
As the province shifts to a knowledge-based economy, post-secondary education - whether through
university, college or apprenticeships - will be required for the new
job market.
"Somehow we have to make people realize there is going to be arequirement for higher levels of education achievement and that is the
new reality;' said Miner.
While attitudes need to shift to
increase participation in higher
learning, tangible changes need to

be made to accommodate this increased enrolment.
"I'm not quite sure if students are
going to go because the dollars to
support them I don't think are going
to be increased;' said Miner.
Miner noted that although the
province has yetto react to his report, he has already received an invitation to present his findings to
federal policy-makers of the Liberal
Party of Canada.
Federal funding under the Conservative government's stimulus
package has already reached postsecondary institutions, but it does
not appear to be enough to alleviate
the issue.
"They put a lot of money into the
bricks a~d mortar side of things;'

''

said Miner.
"There may actually be in a couple
ofyears from now more spaces, but
the spaces are no good unless there's
· money in the operating:'
Miner added that although the
government has a large role to play
in supporting higher learning, the
effort must be collaborative, includ- .
ing corporate entities which provide
skills training and internships.
"I hope that in the end someone
will say 'yeah it will cost us to do
this but we get two benefits down
the road: one we avoid higher levels
of unemployment in and of itself is
a cost, and second we actually create
a very competitive economy:"

By 2016there will be

45 0,000 unskilled
workers

By

2 0 31. we will need

7 7 o/o of our workforce to
have post-secondary
credentials (apprenticeship,
university, college, industry,
professional)

Solution

Somehow we have to make people realize there
is going to be a requirement for higher levels of

education achievement:'
-Rick Miner, president emeritus ofSeneca College

Change in attitude : Promote
higher education and the attainment of credentials from apprenticeships. universities and
colleges.
Increased accessibility: Through
government funding and corporate support to help students receive the credentials they desire

35-year-olds currently have
credentials

Only

68 o/o of Ontario

high school students graduate

CHANGES IN FALL & WINTER
PERMIT APPLICATION DATES
Applications for parking permits will be available beginning March 8, 201 0 and
must be submitted byMay 21, 2010. Permits wHI be awarded on a lottery basis.
There are a limited number available so do not miss the de'adline.

DON'T FORGET SUMMER PARKING PERMITS ARE REQUIRED
Permits are available for: lntersession/ Summer term (2 months) for $52.58 and Spring term (4 months) for $105.16

Please be advised all costs are under review.
Please Note: There will be NO parking available on campus June 7th-11th due to Spring Convocation
ceremonies, the cost of the permits have been adjusted accordingly to reflect this.

For more information please see the Parking Services website- www.wlu.ca/parking
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St. Francis Xavier
University
Students' Union

NATIONAL

discovered in the unofficial results that were generated following the Feb. 2 and 3 voting period. The chief
returning officer announced that voting will be conducted again by paper ballots on Feb. 9 and 10.

in brief

High salaries at universities
WINNIPEG (CUP)- A recent survey by the Canadian Association
ofUniversityTeachers (CAUT) revealed that in 2006, there were 23
university presidents earning more
than $300,000 and five earning over
$400,000. In contrast, only one university president broke the $3oo,ooo
salary barrier in 2001.
- Talia Joundi, The Manitoban

NDP leader to forge ahead
despite cancer diagnosis

COURTESY OF THE CHARLATAN

Presidential candidate at Carleton University Nick Bergamini (left) is facing demerit points due to an
allegedly fraudulent website that had not been approved by the chief electoral officer.

STAFF WRITER

A fierce campaign is being fought
at Carleton University between two
opposing slates for control of the
Carleton University Students' Association (CUSA): United Carleton
and A Better Deal.
24 hours into the campaign, the
accumulation of demerit points had
already begun, with A Better Deal's
presidential candidate Nick Bergamini accused of breaking rules
with regards to using a website as
campaign material.
Chief electoral officer (CEO) Sagal Osman explained, "The website
was ruled in favour of his campaign
and it was set up before the time
period allowed for campaigning. In
addition, CUSA operates a website
at cusaonline.com, so the domain in
question at cusaonline.ca was clearly designed to attract traffic from the
student union website:'
The domain www.cusaonline.ca
was linked to the Canadian Broadcasting Company's (CBC) website
with an article about the Shinerama
controversy, in which Bergamini is
sourced.

It was ruled that the website was
a form of campaigning as it painted
Bergamini in a favourable light, and
thus had to be approved by the CEO.
The website, however, had not been
approved.
Concern was expressed during
the recent all-candidates' debate
that campaigns could frame opponents by setting up false materials
promoting their opponent.
"We certainly get feedback that
the issue of fake campaign materials
is a concern. That is why these cases
are dealt with on a case-by-case
basis. Under these circumstances,
though, it is clear someone from
Bergamini's campaign was responsible, so using my discretion I made
the appropriate ruling;' said Osman.
Osman was unable to divulge of
proof that Bergamini's campaign
was responsible, citing further investigation into the matter.
However, presidential candidate
from the A Better Deal slate Nick
Bergamini claims that the website
in question was not set up by his
campaign.
"It's pretty universally accepted
that I did not set up that website. I
simply have nothing to gain from
setting it up;' said Bergamini.

"If I wanted to distribute this artide that was posted on the CBC website I would have distributed it electronically and not risked the demerit
point:'
Campaigns that are issued demerit points have the ability to appeal the ruling to the electoral board,
which consists of three members
elected from the student council.
They are obligated to meet 10
days after the appeal is filed.
"I plan to appeal the ruling. Students deserve an answer, but unfortunately the appeal won't go through
until the elections are already over;'
said Bergamini.
It takes three demerit points for a
candidate to be disqualified from the
race. Last year, controversy erupted
when "Demand Better" presidential
candidate Bruce Kyereh-Addo was
disqualified for an accumulation of
demerit points shortly after it was
announced he won the vote.
Supporters of Kyereh -Addo
claimed that his opponents pretended to campaign for him to break the
rules and force accumulation of demerit points.
Students at Carleton will cast
their ballots on Feb. 10 and 11.

TORONTO (CUP)- Jack Layton
has been diagnosed with prostate
cancer, but he's not letting it get in
the way of his duties as an MP or as
leader of Canada's New Democratic
Party.
He said the party has accomplished much since he was elected
seven years ago, but that "we also
recognize there is a lot more to do
to build a more caring and greener
Canada. And I can't wait to roll up
my sleeves Monday morning and
get back at it:'
Layton was diagnosed in December and is currently undergoing
treatment

-Josh O'Kane, CUP National Bureau
Chief

Coke choke-out
FREDERICTON (CUP)- At CBTGs,
people would rather do blow than
blow their cash on booze.
Sandy Chisholm, who owns the
bar in St. John's, N.L., said he's

noticed a significant increase in the
use of the drug over the past five or
six years- and as a result, his liquor sales have plummeted.
"People have been doing drugs for
a long time;' the bar owner said.
"But things seem to have escalated. That person drinking until
they pass out is a lost member of the
downtown scene:'
However, Steve "Stevo" Gillespie,
the bar manager at Baba's Lounge in
Charlottetown, P.E.I., said he hasn't
noticed a big problem.

-Sarah Ratchford, CUPAtlantic Bureau
Chief

Braid loses power play
OTTAWA- On Feb. 3, following
an unofficial meeting regarding the
government's role in Afghan detainees, Liberal foreign affairs critic Bob
Rae and NDP foreign affairs critic
Paul Dewer were joined by Kitchener-Waterloo's Conservative MP
Peter Braid on CIV's News Channel
Power Play to discuss the issue.
Rae and Dewer said that the opposition wanted to continue holding
cabinet accountable for any conduct
surrounding Afghan detainees and
held the meeting despite the fact
parliament is currently prorogued.
Braid claimed that opposition
members are being unpatriotic in
pursuing the issue and encouraged
support for the Canadian forces. In
defence of the government's role,
Braid stated that the Conservatives
have and will continue to release
any information they can under law.

-Compiled by Linda Givetash
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Meeting the country online
lgnatieff hosts a live town hall meeting to engage Canadians

YUSUF KIDWAI FILE PHOTO

Liberal leader answers questions
sent in by Canadians.

MEGAN RAFTIS
CORD NATIONAL

In an online town hall meeting on
Feb. s. Liberal party leader Michael
Ignatieff and foreign affairs critic
in the Liberal's shadow cabinet Bob
Rae spoke to Canadians live across
the country, taking questions via the
Internet and responding to issues
ranging from climate change to foreignaid.
According to Ignatieff, near the
end of the forum more than 570
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The 2010 election was declared void after an error was made with the online ballot system. Errors were

Canada
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people took part in the virtual town
hall meeting, including at least one
participant from London, UK.
To comment on remarks made
or to ask a question, participants
logged into their Facebook accounts
and put forth their queries, which
were responded to instantly.
Ignatieff and Rae answered 28
questions selected from those submitted by the moderator of the event
Leslie Church, director of communications for Ignatieff.
Topics covered in both English
and French during what Ignatieff
termed the "Bob and Mike Show"
were diverse, but focused primarily
on Canada's place in the international community.
In response to questions asked,
Rae spoke about looking to the
member countries of the European
Union for inspiration on environmental issues and of the vital part
Canada plays in Africa and other
developing nations. "As a non-imperial power, we have an important
role to play;' said Rae
Ignatieff also spoke strongly on
the topic of foreign aid, admitting
that "we can't do everything" but
continued with hopeful words about
what Canada may realistically be

able to accomplish.
"To govern is to choose and we
should focus our international aid ...
in building up the capacity of local
people and local institutions to build
their own countries;' said Ignatieff. "That means our commitments
have to be disciplined, targeted and
should not be open-ended:'
When asked more specifically
about the Liberal party's plans for
foreign aid by university student
Austin Yan, Ignatieff spoke in glowi!ig terms of the work of Canadian
citizens around the world, adding,
"We'd also like to enq>urage Canadian universities to make service
overseas a standard part of Canadian undergraduate and college
education:'
At the close of the hour-long web
discussion session, many participants thanked the two leaders for
taking part in the conversation.
The format of discussion between
the leaders and the people was enthusiastically applauded by various participants, including Liam
Mooney, who said during the online
meeting, "I am so glad that our leaders are engaging us in this kind of
way ... engaging young people and
technology:'

Make
technology
work for you.
In just two semesters you could upgrade your
degree with a postgraduate certificate in

Wireless Telecommunications,
Supply Chain Management
or Project Management.
Apply now and be well on your way to a
successful career .

humber.ca/appliedtechnology/graduate
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International fugitive heralded
Sudanese presidential nominee

Elections to
watch in 2010
March 7
Iraq (parliamentary)

May10
ALEXANDROS MITSIOPOULOS
STAFF WRITER

Omar al-Bashir, Sudan's longstanding field marshal, resigned as head
of the army on Jan. 11 to accept his
party's presidential nomination for
the upcoming April election.
Bashir's primary opposition, the
Sudan People's Liberation Movement (SPLM), is preparing to announce their own presidential candidate. While onlookers may be optimistic, the prospects of a serious
running-mate seem dismal. Some
have suggested that the SPLM have
no intentions of proposing a candidate at all.
Regardless ofSPLM efforts,
Bashir is favoured to win the presidency; a disturbing thought considering that he is one of the most
wanted war criminals by the International Criminal Court (ICC).

Since his junta seized central authority 21 years ago, it has been estimated that soo,ooo people have
been killed on the expeditions to
Sudan's southern provinces. In Darfur to the west, estimates count over
30o,ooo dead with the wholesale
displacement of about three million
refugees.
In an attempt to quell the intense
violence to the south and west, the
Comprehensive Peace Agreement
(CPA) was forged on Jan. g, 2005,
propped up by foreign support.
Now in the wake of the first elections since 1986, it seems doubtful that a fair election will ever be
seen.
Ensuring that the CPA will succeed and that peace will ensue requires the unwavering support of
foreign diplomatic and financial
support: two resources promised for
a fair election that have now been
almost exhausted.

The elections that are planned to
take place in April are tentatively
considered to occur no later than
July, as they have been already postponed three times.
Seeing that what little money remains eventually finds its way back
to the pockets of the Sudanese bureaucracy, it is doubtful if an election will take place at all.
This is because numerous problems plague the electoral process.
One problem in particular is that up
to 75 per cent of Sudanese women
are illiterate. As such, adequate time
and money must be devoted to explaining how to vote. On Feb. 1, the
British government offered 86 million USD to help counter this. However, many have claimed this action
was too little and too late.
Furthermore, with so many displaced citizens to the south and west
and the fear of arbitrary incarceration and extrajudicial killings at the

hands of the government, it will be
far from a truly national election.
As for Bashir, on March 4, 2009
the ICC issued a warrant for his arrest for crimes against humanity.
However, as the ICC has no territorial jurisdiction in Sudan, there
is little hope of bringing Bashir in
front of a judge.
One of the most prominent criticisms of the ICC is its lack of universa! jurisdiction; the courts are
unable to process any individual
whose nation has not accepted the
ICC doctrine.
As Sudan has not accepted the
court's policies, the only legal alternative would be to initiate an arrest
if and when Bashir enters the borders of a nation who has accepted
the mandate.
However, as many member states
of the African Union have refused
co-operation, the outlook is grim.

Ph ilippines (presidentia l)

May22
Afghanistan (legislative and local)

May22
Egypt (parliamentary)

May30
Colombia (presidential)

May
Great Britain (parliamentary)

Oct 3
Brazil (presidential)

Nov2
United States (legislative)

China cracks
down on texting
700 million Chinese cell phone users are
worried about getting caught "sexting"
NIKICIA PHILLIPS
CORD INTERNATIONAL

People in China might reconsider
next time they decide to engage in
"sexting:'
According to the governmentowned newspaper China Daily, authorities will now be monitoring
text messages.
Mobile phone companies such
as China Mobile and China Unicom have been ordered by Beijing
to be on the lookout for "unhealthy"
words and phrases.
Although there is no official
statement on what language is
deemed unhealthy, China Mobile
stated that it is required to flag any
inferences to pornography, violence,
fraud, terrorism, instigations to
crime and gambling.
China's other state-run media
outlet, Xinhau News, reports that
the government is pursuing a nationwide crackdown on sexually explicit text messages, including "expressed or obscure sexual behavior,"
"teasing or insulting behavior;' "descriptions of some specific parts of
the body" and anything "that could
provoke people's imagination about

sex:'
The exact repercussions for being caught sending such messages
remain ambiguous, but they range
from suspending the ability to send
text messages to permanently disabling the phone number.
China Mobile has reported that if
an unhealthy message is detected,
the company must immediately disable the text-messaging feature and
send a report to the authorities.
The mobile provider must wait
to hear back from the police before they can re-activate the instant
messaging feature again.
There are many concerns over
this new policy.

''

It's like someone's

peeping on my private
message box. I feel
uncomfortable with

that:'
-China Mobile user
CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

As politics heat up in Ukraine, supporters of Viktor Yanukovich gather for a campaign rally in Kiev.

Election uncertainty in Ukraine
The 700 million cell phone users
in China are increasi.ngly worried
about getting in trouble for sending a harmless dirty joke or sending
sexually implicit text messages to
their spouses. Many users feel that
their privacy has been violated.
Different network providers have
reported different orders from the
government, with some saying they
are only targeting mass spam instant messaging, while others say
that the policies apply equally to
personal text messaging.
The Chinese Constitution guarantees freedom of correspondence
with the exception of criminal behavior. Monitoring text messaging
is part of the government's campaign to censor the Internet, as
many use their mobile devices to access the Internet.
Chinese efforts to censor communications have encountered
some difficulty this year. In January,
Google announced that it will not
hand over the content of personal
e-mail accounts to government officials and threatened to withdraw its
Chinese search engine.

As Orange Revolution visions fade, "Ukraine fatigue" sets in
PAULA MILLAR
INTERNATIONAL EDITOR

For those already suffering from
"Ukraine fatigue" - weariness
·brought on by the former Soviet republic's incompetency, this latest
electoral headache squashes any
hope that a cure wiil come soon.
The signs of brewing tension were
already apparent on Jan. 17, which
marked Ukraine's first presidential
election since the country's Orange
Revolution. However, as no candidate secured 50 per cent of the ballots cast, a runoff date was set and
the feeling oflimbo continued.
While Ukraine is no stranger to
political turmoil, today many fear
that an unnecessarily drawn out
electoral process will lead to instability - just as it did five years ago.
At that time, Ukraine was
in political disarray. When
word of Kremlin-backed Viktor

Yanukovich's rigged victory was
confirmed in 2004, a pro-democratic coloured revolution saw through
his ousting. In turn, President Viktor Yushchenko and Prime Minister Yulia Tymoshenko rode the Orange movement's coattails to power.
However, the reality is very different
today.
Five years later and little deliverance on his 2004 election promises
sealed Orange revolutionary Yushchenko's fate on Jan. 17.
According to the Moscow Times, he
won less than six per cent of the vote
and as such was not permitted to
run in Sunday's race.
Yushchenko's elimination left
candidates Yanukovich and Tymoshenko vying for the top post.
While Sunday's much anticipated runoff election was supposed to
mark the conclusion of Ukrainian
political drama for at least a short
while, today it seems that only more
problems have materialized.

Despite what appears to be a narrow victory by Yanukovich, Tymoshenko refuses to concede defeat.
As of print time, the CanWest
News Service reported the results
as 48.g6 per cent to Yanukovich and
45·47 per cent to Tymoshenko.
On Tuesday evening in Kiev, to
the surprise offew, Tymoshenko
formally established her intent to
appeal Sunday's runoff election results in court.
Despite the election's approval
by international elections observers
who have deemed the vote fair, Tymoshenko has demanded recounts
at a number of polling stations
across the country.
Ukraine's current predicament is
proof of the difference a mere five
years can make.
For the international community,
only one thing is for certain, fallout
from this week's election alludes
to only more "Ukraine fatigue" to
come.

INTERNATIONAL
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World

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM
According to the Globe and Mail, 21
nations were present for the Feb.
1 talks on how to stifle Yemeni
terrorism. While some favoured
a militaristic approach, others
believed that economic growth
would ensure stability in Yemen.

in brief

-Compiled by Deanna Sim

TEHRAN, IRAN
According to the BBC, Iranian
President Ahmadinejad supported
the launch of a rocket into orbit
containing rats, turtles and worms.
The purpose of the rocket launch
was to display the progress oflran's
space endeavors.

CHINA
The Globe and Mail reports that a
Google search engine knock-off
was created in China. The site is
a rebuttal to the dispute ensuing
between Google and China over
censorship. 380 million Chinese
currently use Google.

•
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NORTH YORKSHIRE, ENGLAND
The Telegraph reports that a pheasant
has been terrorizing English
villagers. The bird in question has
been known to chase children
walking home from school. Many
locals believe that the pheasant is
acting out of revenge.

Only a dream for South Africa
In Depth Editor Alanna Wallace finds that two decades after former South African President Nelson
Mandela's release from prison, the country still struggles to fulfill his vision of a "rainbow nation"
This Feb. 11 will mark 20 years since
Nelson Mandela's "march to freedom" out of Robben Island's Victor
Verster prison where he spent the
better part of 27 years incarcerated.
Mandela walked through Cape
Town, addressing a crowd of 50,000
from the balcony of city hall in 1990.
He called the march to freedom "irreversible; but two decades after
Mandela's promises, South Africa
still struggles with his vision of the
"rai11bow nation;' a vision which
though not reversible, progresses at
a slow pace.
When the opportunity arose for
voting equality between April2 6
and 29, 1994, the white rule that had
held South Africa since 1948 was
dismantled and the African National Congress (ANC) was victorious.
Mandela was subsequently inaugurated on May 10.
However, the legacy of apartheid
lives on in the lack of education, increased violent crime, extreme inequality and poverty and social disruption still visible throughout the
country.
South Africa's transition to a
relatively peaceful and democratic
state could have been bloodier. The
Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), which began in 1995
under instruction from Archbishop
Desmond Tutu and later President
Mandela, helped bridge the gap

1+1

between victims and perpetrators
of the violence of apartheid. Though
contested, the TRC granted amnesty
in exchange for full accounts and admissions to crimes committed during South Africa's turmoil.
The country's transformation into
the "rainbow nation" was underway.
However, there were still marks
left on South Africa by apartheid,
including land distribution. The
BBC reported that despite the fact
that most farmland was owned by
a white mincrrity and land has been
distributed so far on a "willing buyer, willing seller" basis, th~ government aims to transfer 30 per cent of
farmland to the glack South African
majority by 2014.
The struggle for equality for all
South Africans did not end with
Mandela, despite how hard he tried
to create the "rainbow nation" he
had envisioned. Apartheid's hold on
the economy, politics and society
was too strong to be diminished by
the first leader of the ANC.
Thabo Mbeki succeeded Mandela, but his term was riddled with
criticism and disruption within the
ANC. Many accused the leader of
being too close to the elites of the
nation and said he ignored those
Mandela wanted to liberate.
Perhaps the most contentious
component of Mbeki's leadership
was his mandate regarding the HIV

Financial Consumer
Agency of Canada

epidemic. Though 5·7 million South
Africans are infected with the virus,
Mbeki's reaction to HIV proliferation was less than stellar.
Mbeki publicly questioned the
accuracy ofHIV tests and said that
antiretroviral drugs "poisoned"
people, among other contentious
statements by him and his cabinet.
Throughout the rest of his term, he
refused to comment on the subject.
From 2004 to 2008, South Africa
basked in macroeconomic stability.
The growth of the nation economically and politically, however, led to
some failures in infrastructure that
demonstrated the fragility of its economic and social growth. The country experienced electricity shortages in 2007, and by 2008 the global
financial crisis led to a two per cent
decrease in GDP.
Tensions have been especially
heightened since this period. The
spring of 2008 and the summer of
2009 saw attacks on migrant workers and township protests respectively. Both events have been linked
to poverty and unemployment.
Today, the leadership ofPresidentJacob
Zuma, the third
ANCleader,
is not leaving a much better legacy than that of
Mbeki. Elected in May oflastyear,

"rainbow nation" since his release
from prison in 1990. However, the
events over the past 20 years point
towards his vision for South Africa
being but a dream for a future of
equality and poverty reduction.

although he has vowed to tackle the
HIV epidemic, Zuma just recently
admitted to fathering a child out of
wedlock and has come under criticism for practicing polygamy.
Great strides have been made to
complete Mandela's vision of the
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Features Editor Shannon Busta • sbusta@thecord.ca

WLUSP & WLUSU: It's compl·
Staff Writer Mike Lakusiak examines the importance of autonomy for Laurier's
student publications and other student-run publications across Canada, and
takes a look at the past and present relationship between the students' union
and The Cord

student publication is no different than any other publication. Large or small, student-produced
media serves the same purpose as any news or information source outside of the university.
Any student publication, such as the paper you hold in your hands, is part of the elaborate
microcosm of real life that plays itself out on university campuses. A student newspaper is a media
source for students in the same role that other, larger media sources cater to wider demographics.
What issues surround the student media at work on a university campus, what relationships do they
have with others and how do their operations make an impact on the world that students inhabit?

A

WLU Student
Publications
Waterloo
The Cord
Blueprint Magazine
The Keystone (yearbook)
Radio Laurier
WLU'er (dayplanner)

Brantford
The Sputnik (newspaper)
The Carnigie (yearbook)
The Orbiter (dayplanner)
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The role of a student paper
"People don't really understand the role of media in a democracy:' Laurier communication studies professor Herbert Pirnlott stated bluntly.
"I see this problem not only with students, but with the
rest of the population as wen:·
The impact that media in general, and student-produced
media specifically, has on influencing its audience was not
lost on Pirnlott, but he defined the role of media as informative rather than guiding people to think in certain ways.
"Just because you bring [an issue] to their attention
doesn't mean you're tellmg them what to think. News media don't tell you what to think, they tell you what to think
about:'
Covering campus politics such as students' union elections is a major responsibility of a student publication in its
role of providing its readership with information.
In Laurier's case, the operations of the students' union
and student publications including The Cord are unrelated;
our publications are autonomous from the students' union.
While this might seem necessary for the sake of objective
reporting of students' union operations, especially during
elections, student media at many other Canadian universities are owned and operated by their students' union.

Autonomous student media
"There needs to be a separation:' said Pirnlott when asked
about ties between students' unions and student publications. "People have to have faith in the m~dia that are reporting something.
If there is any kind of real or perceived link, it will
damage the reputation of the student media and damage
their ability in the eyes of the student body to report fairly :•
Of the 70 members of the Canadian University Press
(CUP), an organization representing student publications
across the nation, only about half of the papers are autonomous from their respective school's students' union.
Current president of CUP Rob Fishhook was on staff at
the Fulcrum, the University of Ottawa's English -language
newspaper, during the publication's move for independence from their students' union in 2005.
"In the mid-gos especially, there was a push for student
papers to go autonomous:' said Fishhook.
"We were seeing all these other papers gaining independence and how it was working for them and were getting
kind of tired of our position:' he recalled.
"There was a little too much control on the part of the
students' union:· he continued. "Little things -like they
would get annoyed if we tried to put a beer mug on the
cover, they actually tried to pull the paper from stands over
that:'
Fishhook explained that those at the Fulcrum felt it was
inhibiting their ability to fulfill their role as a viable media
source on campus.
"[We wanted] independence for the ability to grow and
change and do better as a paper - to do things for ourselves rather than be tied down to what the students' union
wanted:'
As president of an organization that includes many publications run under the operations of students' unions,
Fishbook feels that autonomy is ideal.

"I think a lot of students' unions - and this isn't all of
them - tend to think that as the publishe.r of the paper, they
should have some sort of right to say what coverage o£ [the
union] is in [the paper] and that's not a good situation:· said
Fishbook.

At Laurier
Joel Robinson, WLUSU's vice-president of public affairs
agrees that student publications need to be autonomous.
"What I've seen at other schools is that [the union] will
run the st1.1dent newspaper and won't necessarily bring up
those tough issues or anything that goes against what the
union says."
Until the mid-gos', Wilfrid Laurier University Student
Publications (WLUSP) operated more closely with the
union, taking a varied percentage of student activity fees
charged by WLUSU for its budget. Today however, there is a
distinct publications fee and no affiliation between the two
organizations.
In 1996, WLUSP became autonomous of the students'
union after taking control of its own funding through a referendum, removing any financial - and editorial - control
from the union.
The referendum was prompted by disputes between the
two groups over content. In 1991, tensions grew to the point
where The Cord was temporarily shut down. Staff memhers were locked out of the publications office by the union
as well, all over issues relating to editorial content.
With issues of censorship, influence and financial control aside, the present situation stands in sharp contrast to
how things used to be.
Robinson explained that in his position as VP of public
affairs for the union a large part of his job is to provide student publications with information. "It's about giving people the information and letting them write whatever they
want. I can't control the content of anything they write."
"I can provide all the information possible and then
opinions and facts and everything else will come out in the
end:' Robinson added in reference to his position.
Dean of students David McMurray spoke of the relationship he has witnessed between these two student groups
over his tenure at Laurier.
"It is student publications' responsibility to communicate and report on what's going on, regardless of whether
it's complementary or not and if there's need for investigation on issues from time to time:' said McMurray.
Although he can't recall there being a lot of difficulty,
from a students' union perspective, with student publication's role on campus, he does acknowledge that in certain
circumstances things can get heated between the two student groups.
"When things get personal. I think that's when tensions
can result:' said McMurray.
Current student publications president Bryn Ossington
gave his impression of the atmosphere today between the
two groups. "Right now, I think there's a mutual respect on
both sides. A lot of people that understand the intricacies
of both organizations and I think that works well in both
our favours:' Ossington outlined how financial independence simplifies things and affects the product that appears
in print.

"We don't have to write articles in a way that skirts the
truth just to save face. We're not fighting for our existence
at the same time that we're fighting to put out a good article
and put out a good publication:'
Ossington emphasized that despite being independent,
publications do need to be careful. "From our side of things
we always need to be more conscious of what we're reporting on," he said. He made clear that publications need to
avoid misleading readers and be careful to present a situation without omission and fully representing what is going
on. Specifically on the topic of the union, Ossington noted
that because the two interact so frequently emotions are often high on sensitive issues.
"They can get really upset with us because we aren't telling the story that they want to be told and that's the same
case with anybody, but we just have a much more intertwined relationship with them:'

What does everyone else think?
The perceptions that administration and faculty have
of student publications and their role are difficult to
determine.
The Fulcrum's current news editor Laura Clementson
explained that they have a good relationship with
administration at the University of Ottawa. "I don't think
they make things more difficult than they need to be."
Laurier's administration seems to appreciate the role of
student media, especially as an independent voice. Vicepresident of academics Deb MacLatchy called independent
student publications "a tenet of having a free society and
free press:'
She illustrated the potential for leadership and editorial control issues if a separation between publications and
unions are not present. "Going back to when I was a student, it was a tug of war between the student press and students' union, and that's played itself out at many universities over time:'
So where does student media stand and what do people
tliink of its role?
Pirnlott made clear that the purpose of any media is diaIogue and debate. This interaction can be on behalf of students, or anyone else interested or involved in the issues
raised through student media. "Remember that it's not just
students who read the paper:· he stated. "There is a want
for a sense of debate and that's why letters to the editor are
one of the most-read parts of the paper:·
With the widely prophesized decline of print media and
greater access to and more sources of information today,
student-produced media faces challenges.
Laurier's student publications have seen advertising revenue decline and expenses increase in recent years including a more than twofold increase in rent for its office on
campus - a space that residential services would like to see
turned into student accommodations.
According to Pimlott, and perhaps agreed upon by those
who pick up a paper each week, there is a continued relevance, a responsibility to an audience that student media
posesses. "With so many distractions out there for students, there's an even greater role for student media to raise
the issues that if they aren't at the forefronts of students'
minds, should be:'

"

There is a want for a sense of debate and that's why letters

to the editor are one of the most-read parts of the paper:'

The Cord

With so many distractions out there for students, there's an

NEWS NEWS NEWS

even greater role for student media to raise the issues that if
they aren't at the forefronts of students' minds, should be:'
News media don't tell you what to think, they tell you what
to think about:'
-Herbert Pimlott, profossor ofcommunication studies
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Use this 2010 Oscar Ballot from The Princess Cinemas &
WLUSP to have fun and pick the win~ers on Ma rch 7.
Use the ballot on the bottom to win prizes!

Bone up on the nominees at the Princess Cinemas!
FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FILM
0
0
0
0

Jeff Bridges in "Crazy Heart"
George Clooney in "Up in the Air"
Colin Firth m "A Smgle Man
Morgan Freeman in "lnv1ctus'
Jeremy Renner m 'The Hurt Locker"

0
0
0
0
0

Avatar
Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince
The Hurt Locker
lnglourious Bastards
The White Ribbon

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

Matt Damon in "lnvictus·
Woody Harrelson in "The Messenger"
Christopher Plummer m 'The Last
StatiOn'
Stanley Tucci m "The Lovely Bones"
Christoph Waltz in "lnglourious
Bastards"

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0

Ajami
El Secreta de Sus Ojos
The Mil k of Sorrow
Un Prophete
The White Ribbon

Bright Star
Coco before Chanel
The lmaginarium of Doctor Pamasus
Nine
The Young Victoria

0
0
0

IIDivo
StarTrek
The Young Victoria

0
0
0

Avatar
The Hurt Locker
lngrourious Bastards
Precious: Based on the Novel
'Push' by Sapphire
in the Air

0
0
0
0
0

Avatar
Fantastic Mr. Fox
The Hurt Locker
Sherlock Holme11
Up

0

11

0

0
0

Avatar
The Hurt Locker
lnglourious Bastards
Star Trek
Up

Avatar
The Hurt Locker
lnglourious Bastards
Star Trek
Transformers: Revenge of the

ORIGINA L

0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0

0
0

Penelope Cruz in "Nine"
Vera Farmiga in "Up 1n the Air''
Maggie Gyllenhaal m 'Crazy Heart"
Anna Kendrick in "Up in the Air'
Mo'Nique in "Precious· Based on the
Novel 'Push' by Sapphire"

0

0

0

Coraline
Fantastic Mr. Fox
The Princess and the Frog
The Secret of Kells
Up

0
0

0

0

AimostThare" from

SONG

/he Princess and the Frog·

Burma VJ
TheCove
Food, Inc.
The Most Dangerous Man in America:

0

0
0
0
0

'"'Down in New Orteans" from

The Pnncess ond the Frog"

China's Unnatural Disaster:
The Tears of Sichuan Province
The Last Campaign of
Governor Booth Gardner
The Last Truck: Closing of a GM Plant
Music by Prudence
Rabbit a Ia Berlin

0

District9
An Education
In the Loop
Precious: Based on the Novel
'Push' by Sapphire
Up in the Air

0
0
0
0
0

The Hurt Locker
lnglourious Basterds
The Messenger
A Serious Man
Up

BEST PICTURE
.D
0
0
0
0

0

Avatar
The lmaginarium of Doctor Pamassus
Nine
Sherlock Holmes
The Young Victoria

_,.

. .,. .

0

0

0
0

lt

·~·

Avatar
District9
The Hurt Locker
lnglourious Basterds
Precious: Based on the Novel

0

0
0
0

The Door
Instead of Abracadabra
Kavi
Miracle Fish
The New Tenants

0
0

~~~~h:~e

!ff1:uf}~¢~~ fi · - ·
'Push' bY,

0
0
0
0

0
0

Avatar
The Blind Side
District 9
An Education
The Hurt Locker

0
0

lnglourious Basterds
Precious: Based on the
Novel 'Push' by Sapphire
A Serious Man
Up

.,....,...,..,..,...,..:O::,..U£ ~n the Air
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TITLES SHOWING AT THE PRINCESS CINEMAS
CRAZY HEART • PRECIOUS • UP IN THE AIR • YOUNG VICTORIA • THE WHITE RIBBON
A SINGLE MAN • A SERIOUS MAN • ANIMATED & liVE ACTION SHORTS

JOIN US IN THE PRINCESS CAFE ON MARCH 7 AT OUR LIVE
BROADCAST BIG SCREEN PARTY FOR FUN AND MORE PRIZES!

PRIZES

-------!'--

BALLOT

1 GRAND PRIZE • 2 MONTH GOLD PASS - 2 admissions to any film, any time lor 2 months
5 PAIRS OF DINNER & A MOVIE PASSES • Dinner In our cole & a movie lor 2
5 $10 GIFT CERTIFICATES • Redeemable lo r one adm ission at the box office
10 MEMBERSHIPS • Discounts on movies and in our cole lor a year

------------------

Fill in your name and email address, and drop this ballot off of the Princess Cafe before March 6 in order to be
entered in our draw. Winners will be randomly selected on March 7. PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY.

-Name:

Email :
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A medium of self-exploration
DEVON BUTLER
CORD ARTS

T

he Canadian Clay and Glass
Gallery (CCGG),located
only a few blocks from Wilfrid Laurier University in
Uptown Waterloo, is stirring interest among art critics and students
alike with their latest exhibit Intro-

spective Expeditions: Journeys to the Self.
The exhibit showcases three Canadian ceramic sculptors exploring
themes of change, reflection and
transformation, all of which are factors in the ever-evolving voyage towards self-discovery.
While each of the three exhibits is
a personal reflection of the artist's
inner search for identity and meaning, they hold universal themes
highly relatable for all.
Jane Adeney's collection, Transub-

stantiation: Fire and the Search for Meaning, features eight pieces involving

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Broken ... But Still Standing, one of the three sculptures on display at
the Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery, depicting female identity.

similar concepts of the symbolic purification of fire.
Instead of using paint to create a
textured pattern on her clay bricks,
Adeney burns the bricks, allowing
the smoke to create its own continuous, natural pattern.
In addition to these techniques,
she combines mixed media pieces
such as light, sound and film, and
integrates them into the simplicity
of brown and black clay bricks.
Adeney's collection is particularly fascinating because of the clay's
stages of control, malleability and
hardening by fire, which for Adeney
is reflective of the many transformations of the human experience.
The second gallery presents China-born Sin-YingHo's One World!

Many Peoples.

Ho immigrated to Canada, a move
that greatly influenced her artwork
. .as it illustrates the merging of people and cultures in an ever-shrinking, homogenized world.
In One World/Many Peoples, Ho
uses extra -large ceramic vases
painted with traditional Chinese
images. Each vase has a cut-outhuman shape filled with corporate logos such as Disney, Nike, MasterCard and Chane!.'
Ho touches not only on issues of
consumerism and globalization but
on the collision of eras and cultures.
This juxtaposition between the
eastern and western cultures forms
a critique on postcolonial theory
and Imperial Europe.
The final exhibit, Broken... But Still
Standing by Louise Pentz is a commentary on the popular representations of women and motherhood in
society.
Instead of showcasing each porcelain sculpture as a sacred vessel,
Pentz creates fragmented women
channelling a different emotion or
transformation in the journey of
womanhood.
Each stage is emotionally represented through marriage, heartbreak, birth and old age, focusing on
the spirit and strength of the individual during a time of tribulation.
The women are no longer objects
of perfection; rather, they are objects
of endurance and inspiration.
Each of these exhibits tempts us
to uncover our own transformations
and experiences in the mysteries of
life.
Student admission to the Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery is $3
and free between 5 and 6 p.m.
on weekdays. The exhibit runs
until Mar. 21.

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Transubstantiation (above)
and One World/Many Peoples
(below). as seen at the exhibit.

A revolution in literature?
With the release of the iPad scheduled for April, many are questioning the fate of books

KATIE FLOOD
THE DIGITAL WORLD

14 days ago, Apple CEO Steve Jobs
gave the world a glimpse at the super-company's latest product: the
iPad.
Besides having most of the features of an iPhone on steroids, both
the 10" colour display and the new
iBookstore offer a new function for
Apple: online reading.
The iPad's iBookstore, similar
to Amazon's Kindle project, offers a way for hundreds of books
to be downloaded, stored and read
on a reasonably easy-to-transport
device.
When Jobs announced the new
iBooks application, he also revealed
that five of the six largest publishers
- Hachette Book Group, HarperCollins Publishers, Macmillan, Penguin and Simon & Schuster - have
signed on to provide e -book content
for the new digital reader.
The dwindling print world of
newspapers and magazines also
welcomed the iPad, hoping to sign
with the new tablet, like the book
industry, and eager to tap into the
super-company's massive consumer audience.

Many believe that the unreleased
product will be the saviour of print
media and revive a technological
generation's interest in reading.
While this possible revival is undoubtedly exciting and revolutionary, what does this potential change
mean for the future of paper and
books?
Will the super-company succeed
in transferring consumer interests
from reading to screening?
Despite Apple's enormous success rate, the plain fact is that we
read differently from screens than
we do from paper.
Web usability researcher Jakob
Nielson reports that we generally
read 20 to 30 per cent slower from
a screen. Other issues include the
accuracy of screening, as well as
comprehension.
The iPad has an LED-backlit
glossy widescreen that is useful for
the web-browsing purposes of the
device but that encounters the same
issues of reading accuracy and comprehension that a computer screen
does.
On the other hand, Amazon's
Kindle has e- paper, which is designed to replicate the look of ink
on paper, making it much better for
reading.
Alex Albrecht from the online
show Diggnation was quoted saying, "The reason why Kindle kicks
the shit out of reading a book on
your laptop is because your laptop
is an active screen and the Kindle is
passive, e- paper:·

Unfortunately for Apple, having
e -paper as well as a screen func tional for Internet browsing does
not yet seem plausible.
However, it's no secret that the
potentially eye- straining iPad's
iBookstore will outsell that of the
Kindle simply because of the Apple
logo.
Co-host ofDiggnation, Kevin
Rose took an Internet poll, asking, "Ifyou could pre-order Apple's
new tablet today, without seeing it,
would you?"
Previous to the device's unveiling
by Jobs, 35 percent said, "Yes, I trust
Jobs and know it would be cool;'
52 percent said "No, I'd wait to see
what it is" and only 13 percent said
"No, I'll never order

hand, you can't share your favourite
chapter via a friend's Facebook page
with a regular book.
Overall, it is fairly certain that the
iPad itself (like most products Apple
brands) will successfully sell.
Despite the huge step iBooks will
make for online reading and the potential revival of popularity for print
media it offers, there are certain features that this technology cannot
yet master - at this point it is not
quite ready to take down the
book.

one:'
So this is what
it comes down
to. Will competition from
new media devices like the
iPad and Kindle manage to
out-book the
book?
You can't
take your techie devices
to the beach
for a relaxingread,
orin the
bathtub.
But on
the other

___
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The latest in entertainment news
Oasis guitarist delays Canadian justice system

Saints vs. Colts, Letterman
vs.Leno

Noel Gallagher will fly to Toronto
in April to deliver a victim-impact
statement against a Pickering man
who drunkenly knocked him over
onstage at Toronto's Virgin Festival
in August 2008.
The trial against the man is being delayed until Gallagher can find
time to travel to Canada.
The 48-year-old contractor who
fell across the stage and hip-checked
the Oasis guitarist into a speaker,
resulting in three broken ribs, has no
recollection of the incident- much
the same way Gallagher has no recollection ofhis band's successful
days or the past 15 years.
For some entertainment, watch
the clip: http://www.youtube.com/
watch ?v=CXsJBsKihoc&feature=pla
yer_embedded.

In a ratller amusing, yet slightly
shocking move, NBC's Tonight Show
host Jay Leno appeared in a 15 second commercial with CBS rival David Letterman, promoting Letterman's Late Show.
The ad was reminiscent of tlle
2007 spot for Letterman's show in
which he and Oprah Winfrey posed
as a married couple watching the
big game. This year, the commercial
added Leno sitting on the other side
of Winfrey, acting like Letterman's
unwanted guest.
This display of humour acts as
tlle most public appearance shared
by tlle two late-night titans since
Leno inherited The Tonight Show over
Letterman in 1992. In oilier news,
Conan O'Brien is still unemployed.

-Wade Thompson

-Mike Lakusiak

Rip Tom arrested for being
drunk in a bank with a gun

Jones gathers atlel'lted crew

Rip Torn was arrested Friday night
in a Connecticut bank after he was
found intoxicated and canying a
loaded revolver.
The 78-year-old actor was apparently so drunk that he thought he
was at home and had removed his
hat and boots and left them at the
bank's door after breaking a window
in order to enter. His alcohol level
was three times the legal limit.
Tom remembers nothing of the
night and blames actor Will Smith
for zapping him with that stick
with the light on it that erases your
memory.
The moral of the story is that if
you're really old, famous and your
name is Rip Torn, you can do whatever tlle fuck you want.

When gatllering his ensemble for
"We Are the World" 2010, it seems
that legendary music producer
Quincy Jones either couldn't get any
of his first choices to sing on therecord or has been taking a daily dose
of crazy for some time now.
For every quality performer who
he has gatllered to lay down tlle new
version of the track, there are two
tllat have little to no talent.
For every Gladys Knight, we have
all three Jonas Brotllers. Brian Wilson and Barbara Streisand? I see
tllem and raise you tllree former
American Idol contestants.
Considering the 1985 version of
the song boasted some of the greatest musical talent of the time period,
it's really saying a lot tllat Brandy,
Enrique Iglesias and Snoop Dogg
are on tllis roster, isn't it?

-MikeLakusiak

-Wade Thompson

, . HUMBER
The Business School

I POSTGRADUATE CERTIFICATE

ANDREW WI NOREM STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

English professor Ed Jewinski getting his hair cut by English professor Madelaine Hron on Monday.

Song and verse for Haiti
SARAH MURPHY
STAFF WRITER

F

aculty members and students
came together on Monday
night to show tlleir ongoing
support for the recovering nation of Haiti.
Showcased in one of Laurier's
least-explored buildings- tlle seminary - staff and students proved
they care by sharing their talents
and raising money to help rebuild
the earthquake-ravaged country.
Donations were not only fuelled
by generosity and simple goodwill,
but by the promise from English
professor Ed Jewinski tllat he would
cut off his beloved ponytail if $500
was raised.
The performances, organized by
English student Lacey Beer, shone
tlle spotlight on a wide range of talented members oftlle Laurier community - from poetic professors
and student songwriters to piano
prodigies and highland dancers; the
artistic spectrum was undoubtedly
well- covered.
English and film studies professor
Markus Poetzsch opened the night
with a few self-penned poems about
tlle Holocaust, Sudanese refugees
and an insightful description of a
meeting with a man in a palliative
care unit.

He was followed by English professor and local activist Madelaine
Hron, who was joined onstage by
her colleagues Tanis MacDonald
and Mariam Pirbhai.
Hron recited Haitian poetry in
native Creole tongue while MacDonald and Pirbhai provided English translations.
Laurier alumnus Richard Garvey also presented work directly related to the nation in need with his
original song "Sometimes it Takes
an Earthquake to Shake You", while
most other performers chose to read
and sing more generic, uplifting
pieces, such as Laurier student Janice Lee's lightllearted and cleverlywritten original songs.
Fellow Golden Hawk Jack Drysdale proved that back-up bands
aren't always necessary as he wooed
tlle crowd with a couple heart-felt
solos.
On tlle oilier hand, Matthew Taylor, Steph Kujtan, Justin Shaw and
Graham Shaw's band blew the unsuspecting audience away witll renditions ofRadiohead's "High and
Dry" and The Beatles' classic "Oh
Darling!".
The night's real showstopper,
however, was young prodigy Amadeusz Kazubowski-Houston on the
piano.
As the barely-teenage musical
virtuoso sat down and began to play,

jaws were dropping left, right and
centre.
He powered through Chopin's
"Sallade #3 in Ab Major", leaving
tlle crowd astounded by tlle combination of his young age and insane
prowess on the ivories.
These performances were complimented by a range of readings
and songs that truly demonstrated
a genuine sense of compassion
from the Laurier student body and
faculty.
Donations were collected on a
pay-what-you-can basis at tlle door
with a bake sale at intermission to
further contribute to the cause of
helping Haiti.
So did Jewinski lose the infamous
ponytail? Willi a grand total of $558
raised on Monday night, a draw was
held to determine who would be the
lucky haircutter.
Performer Janice Lee was selected
as one of tlle people to chop it off
and Jewinski stuck to his word moments later he was posing witll
his locks in hand, smile on face.
Beer's "Song and Verse for Haiti"
not only raised funds but provided
an evening of entertainment for the
audience, and reassured everybody
else that the Laurier community's
social conscience is still able to
shine tllrough tlle midterms, papers
and hangovers that we face on a regular basis.

One smart career choice.
So many opportunities.
The Choice
The G obal Business Management
program prepares you for a wide range
of careers. Pursue a career in marketing,
finance, advertising, mternational trade,
retail, wholesale or supply chain
management, in domestic or
international businesses of any size.
The Opportunities
Two years gives you the time to choose
the specific path that is right for you.
Two work placements allow you to
experience more than just one
option before you graduate.
Apply now for September 2010

In review: Oscar nominees
Precious

none oilier than her own fatller -

Directed by: Lee Daniels
Starring: Gabourey Sidibe,
Mo'Nique, Paula Patton
Release Date: Nov. 6, 2009

Precious is a heart-wrenching and

***1

Based on the novel Push by Sapphire, Precious is a must see movie
for anyone who wants perspective
on their own lives, and is most definitely worthy of the Oscar nomination it has received.
In her breakout role, Gabourey
Sidibe delivers an outstanding
performance as Precious, an overweight and abused child. .
Mo'Nique, who plays her violent
and confused mother, also merits
more tllan a mention.
The plot follows her journey into
tlle hopes of finding a better life
and a future with the help of educational assistants and counselors.
Witll an abusive mom, two illegitimate children - fathered by

raw story that will be remembered .
In tlle hour and so minutes of
runtime, you will be pulled into the
life of a girl who is just trying to
make it on her own, and you will be
offered a reason to watch tlle Oscars and hope that Precious takes
away the awards.

- Meaghan Walford

An Education
Directed by: Lone Scherfig
Starring: Carey Mulligan and Peter
Sarsgaard
Release date: Sept. 30, 2009

***

After premiering at tlle Sundance
and Toronto illm festivals, tllis
small English production has made
quite the impression, gaining critical acclaim and attention.
Based on the memoirs of British journalist Lynn Barber, the illm

centers around Jenny Miller (Carey
Mulligan), a smart, determinant,
and feisty 16-year-old.
Desperately wanting more tllan
what her fellow 1960s peers and elders expect of a female, everything
changes after meeting tlle much
older and charming David Goldman (Peter Sarsgaard); so charming in fact, he wins over her protective parents.
Thus begins a mystifying love
affair. With a taste of this glamorized version oflife, tlle impressionable Jenny falls in love.
The viewer relates themselves to
Jenny and supports her through the
high and lows of dramatic year.
The fantastic leads and excellent
supporting cast made up of Alfred
Molina, Dominic Cooper, Emma
Thompson, and Olivia Williams, all
exemplifY tlle divers and conflicting personalities of the time.

- Elise Cotter
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Hillside Inside: In photos
The winter version of the famous summer festival took place on Saturday, attracting acts like Owen Pallett
to Guelph's Sleeman Centre. With images by Photography Manager Yusuf Kidwai and captions by Staff
Writer Anne T. Donahue, The Cord documents the event designed to bring the outdoors inside

,_..

Having recently announceq plans for a new
album in May, Delhi 2 Dublin energized crowds
with their genre-blending musical stylings.

Toronto indie-electronica group Woodhands closed the festival with an unabashed, energized dance-tastic show,
showcasing numerous tracks from their first self-titled release and their latest. Remorsecapade.

Legendary artist Ani DiFranco took to the stage
late Saturday night to prove to crowds her title
of "folk goddess· has not been in vain.

Dance floor kings Delhi 2 Dublin kept audiences moving with their
unique blend of multicultural, electronic sound. The band has gained
speed since the late 2000s after appearing at numerous festivals.

Quebec-based lnuk artist Elisapie Issac
performed an engaging and endeating set that
showcased her talent and charm.

--

Marking Hillside as the beginning of his mass North American and European tour,
Canadian prodigy Owen Pallett lived up to his reputation, dazzling crowds with his
talent. sincerity and magnetism. Pallett leaves at the end of the month for Lisbon.

Following an appearance at Toronto venue Criminal Records on Friday, Hawksley
Workman- a staple of the Canadian music scene- offered audiences a hea rtfelt
set that included old favourites and tracks off h is latest release.
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Top five grossing films of all time
1. Avatar

2. Titanic

3. Lord of the Rings J

4. Pirates of the Caribbean 2

5. The Dark Knight

$2.2 billion

$1.8 billion

$1.1 billion

$1.01 billion

$1 billion

Blast from the past

Swing Kids

Swing Kids
Directed by: Thomas Carter
Starring: Robert Sean Leonard and Christian Bale
Release date: Mar. 5, 1993

Significance:

The film
not only provides a jazzy,
light-hearsed yet somber and
poignant look at youth resistance to Nazism in Second
World War Germany. but features vintage versions o f beloved Ho llywoood ac tors.

SARAH MACDONALD
STAFF WRITER

·-

Everyone must have encountered
Swing Kids at some point in high
school. It seems to have been a
staple in grade 10 civics or history
courses across this province.
Set in pre-war Hamburg, Swing
Kids provides a look into the lives of
youth in Nazi Germany portraying
the ways they chose to resist the regime or fall prey to its propaganda.
In trying to understand the subculture of so-called "swing-kids"
in Germany, the film demonstrates
how - even though they chose to
align themselves with American
culture and society - some of these
kids were still products of the racially discriminatory, propagandistic
culture they lived in.
The film features amazing performances of vintage Robert Sean
Leonard - now known as the guy
from House - and Christian Bale.
Kenneth Branagh also makes an
appearance as pseudo-mentor to

Leonard's character Peter Muller,
and a man in the higher-ranks of the
Gestapo.
The story focuses around a group
of male friends, including Leonard's
. character Muller and Bale's character Thomas Berger, who attempt to
resist the Nazi regime.
The film open&-with these teenagers in Cafe Bismarck dancing
to loud and boisterous swing music. The dancing itself in the film
is amazing; so beautifully choreographed that it too becomes a kind
of character in the film.
Dancing and music are an outlet
for these kids; the wilder the dancing, the more intense and spastic
the music, and the more you could
see their resistance.
Many high school teachers across
the province decided to screen Swing
Kids in their classes because it apparently provides a historical context to their studies.
It's true that the film is based in
Hamburg, Germany in 1939, taking
the audience prior to and even a little after the beginning of the Second
World War.
It is also true that a significant
part of the film deals with the HJ,
the Hitler Youth.
It provides a more focused view
on the training of the Hitler Youth,
who were mini -SS guards, in the
sense that they were taught extensively why Jews were evil and why
the German race was the purest on
the planet.
Though the film is very Americanized - emphasizing the German
youth's want for American culture
and also providing a narrow view
on what these kids may have gone
through - it is still an extremely entertaining classic.
Bale's performance as a rich
swing kid who becomes embroiled
in Nazi ideology is sublime; Leonard's excels too, as someone grappling with what he knows to be right
forhimsel£
The film also has an excellent
soundtrack, filled with amazing jazz
songs from the greats, making you
just want to dance.
The concluding lines of the film,
featuring HJ uniform -clad Bale
raising his arm and saying "Swing
Heil!" illustrate his ambivalence of
character and illuminates a bright
spot of resistance in a time of immense terror.

The
sinking
of the

Titanic
WADE THOMPSON
THE REEL WORLD

would like to let the record reflect
-here and now, in the abundance of its box-office success
and award potential, its surpassing of all expectations and moneymaking records - that I do not think
Avatar is a fantastic movie.
Yes, you read that right. I did not
care for Avatar. I saw it, I contributed
to its ground-breaking box-office
success and I even splurged for the

I

3D.
After experiencing the wonder
and whimsy of the world of Pandora, I walked out of the theater with
one thought in my head: siinply,
"meh:'
It was not great. If you wish to
plead that it was good, sure. There
is probably enough of an argument
there.
You could lead your defence by
mentioning the amazing special
effects.
Then you could point out that Zoe
Saldana's performance was quite
grand. Without needing to hear any
more, I would have to concede that
that the movie was "okay".
But here's the question that I can't
seem to have an answer for: was
Avatar good enough to oust Titanic
as the highest grossing movie of all
time?
Think about that for a moment.
Does this movie, with shoddy direc- •
tion, sub-par performances and a
completely one-dimensional plot
line, really deserve the title of "biggest box office success ever"?
When I first started to consider
this notion, I almost immediately
sided with Titanic.

WADE THOMPSON CORD GRAPHICS

With director James Cameron's new box-office hit Avatar crushing
his past epic Titanic, the question remains: Was it really better?
I told myself, "James Cameron's
first epic is a better movie and Avatar
just doesn't hold up against it:'
But, after thinking about it a little
while, I'm not so sure that is as true
as I'd like it to be.
See, Titanic is also just an "okay"
movie.
It too has groundbreaking visu,al
effects and boasts as many good
performances as bad ones.
And although Cameron's direction was significantly better than it
was in Avatar, it crumbles in comparison to his work on Aliens or the
first two Tenninator films.
Titanic is really just another overblown love story set in the backdrop
of a semi-significant, historic tragedy. It also hasn't held up well.
The year it pretty much swept
the Oscars, it surpassed movies like

Boogie Nights, Good Will Hunting, LA.
Confidential and Wag the Dog.
And in hindsight, all of those
films were in fact much better movies than Titanic.
And yet, here we are 12 years later; it still sits atop the list of highestgrossing movies ever made.
Well, that was until Avatar
knocked it off. So really, which one
of these movies (if either) deserves
thattop spot?
Even after figuring out that neither one is particularly "great", I still
can't help but side in favor of Cameron's former effort.

Even in its mediocrity,

Titanic was everything
that people wanted to
see. It was an epic in
every sense of the word.
Even in its mediocrity, Titanic was
everything people wanted to see.
It was an epic in every sense of
the word, demonstrating showmanship quality that hadn't been seen
since the days of Ten Commandments
director Cecil B. DeMille. It was
large, it was bold and it didn't waste
one minute of its massive run time.
You might argue that Avatar holds
the same quality and you might be
right, but to me, the recycled characters, one-dimensional plot-line and
rather tortoise-like pace hurts its
value as the greatest movie ever in
terms ofbox-office receipts.
It's true that both were movie
events to behold, and it's a shame
that the biggest money-earner of all
time isn't better.
"' ·
However, I think at the end of the ·
day I will cherish my trip to see Titanic a lot more than I will for Avatar.
Then again, that's just me.
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helping Laurier students to look and
see their b€st since 1995

OPT/CiiL
illusions

inc.

eye exams available on site
255 King St. N. (King at University)
519-888-0411
www.opticalillusioninc.ca

RADIO LAURIER'S
NON-STOP MUSIC
ALL WEEK!

• Complete 30-Hour Seminars
• Convenient Weekend Schedule
• Proven Test-Taking Strategies
• Experienced Course Instructors
• Comprehensive Study Materials
• Simulated Practice Exams
• Umlted Class Size
• Free Repeat Policy
• Personal Tutoring Available

You Don't

• Thousands of Satisfied Students

Want to
Miss Out!

OXFORD SEMINARS
1-800-269-6719
416-924-3240
www .oxfordseminars.ca
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Cord-o-scopes
This week's Cord-o-scopes will predict what February has in store
Scoll'io Oct. 22 to Nov. 21
This month you planned to
dedicate yourself to school
work. Unfortunately you
..,,-will face temptation around
the 12th and getting a tan,
whether fake and bake or au natural,
will bump school right offyour priority list.

ftl

Sagittarius Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
This month the stars are
aligned and your luck is going strong. So put down
that textbook and pick up that video
game controller, your best bet is to
just guess on the midterm anyway.

Y

Capricorn Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
You're feeling left out as all
ofyour friends are preparing
for vacations over reading
week when you'll be sitting on the
couch at home. Stop feeling sorry
for yourself and crack open a bag of
chips as they all try fad diets to get
swimsuit ready.

tJ,

Aquarius Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
.~ You're excited about hav~ ing a week off school this
month. Unfortunately you have
three midterms and two assignments to do the week you come
back. Still excited?
Pisces Feb. 19 to March 20
~In case you haven't been fol..J~ lowing the news, Florida
is having one of its coldest
winters yet, so switch those bathing
suits with jeans and sweaters when
packing for spring break.
Aries March 21 to April19
This month you'll spend
hundreds of dollars on chocolates and flowers with a life
expectancy about as long as
the relationship they are for.

'r

TaurusApril2o to May 20
This Valentine's Day you
( ) will be the lucky target of
a secret admirer. Unfortunately you will discover that it is
your 43-year-old neighbour who
lives in their parent's basement.
Gemini May 21 to June 20
.' ~ This month Mars will cross
~. Jupiter and bring you loneliness. The good news is it will only
last for that one day, the 14th.
Cancer June 21 to July 22
1'
You'll find yourself caught
up in the Oscar hype this
] ( month, and you better start
practicing your acceptance
speech. There is an award in your
future, although it's more likely to be
third place in a spelling bee.
Leo July 23 to Aug. 22
With the 14th fast approaching you are wondering if this year you will
.
recieve some Valentines in
the mail. And no, sending yourself
one artd pretending it is from someone else does not count.

'l

Virgo Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
You may have lost all of
your money betting on the
Colts in the Super Bowl but
y
rtune is looking up. You'll be
the lucky winner of an all-expensespaid trip to the CN Tower, line jump
not included.

!]

DearLIFE
Dear Life isyour opportunity to write a
letter to your life, allowing you to vent
your anger with life's littlefrustrations in
a completely publicforum.
All submissions to Dear Life are anonymous, should be no longer than 100
words and must be addressed to your life.
Submissions can be sent to dearlife@
thecord.ca no later than Monday at noon
each week.
Dear Life,
I would like to know why the, staff
at the Pita Shack feel they have the
right to get mad at the person ordering when THEY are the ones who
messed up the order?
Sincerely,
It's Not My Fault YOU Don't Know
How to Make a Pita
Dear Life,
It would be greatly appreciated if the
school decided to clean the classroom floors for once.
Sincerely,
Guy With the Dirt and Salt Stains
On His Backpack
Dear Life,
How is eating an apple disgusting?
I'm sorry if it's distracting, but man
I hate going to the doctor. Lemme
know ifl spray some apple shrapnel
on you, then you can have something to bitch about.
Sincerely,
An Apple a Day Pisses Off the Girl
That's Texting in the Back
Dear Life,
Sometimes, when I'm walking
through the Fred Nichols Campus
Centre, I see that quaint little presentation board the History Students' Association has set up. It's
really plain and the words are peeling off. I think it could fall apart at
any moment. It's so charming. It's
so cute. I love you, History Students'
Association! I wish that we could be
together.<3
Sincerely,
Biology Student
Dear Life,
I don't understand why people on
the second floor feel the need to take
the elevator. It's only ONE flight of
stairs.
Sincerely,
It's Called Exercise, Get Some
Dear Life,
I really wish people actually cared
about the WLUSU elections, or at

Housing
least cared enough not t<r elect a homophobic board member. Good
.work on diversity Laurier! Take five
minutes out ofyour day and read up
on the candidates before voting and
·do some research. Researching is
what students do.
Sincerely,
Guy Who Does Not Like Bigots

HAVE THE SUMMER OF YOUR
LIFE! at prestigious coed sleepaway camp in the beautiful Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania.
2 112 hours from NYC. We're seeking counselors who can teach
any Team & Individual Sports.
Tennis, Gymnastics. Horseback
Riding. Mt. Biking. Skate Park,
Theatre. Tech Theatre. Circus.
Magic. Arts & Crafts, Pioneering.
Climbing Tower. Water Sports.
Music. Dance or Science. Great
salaries and perks. Plenty of free
time. Internships available for
many majors. Interviews on Feb
3. Apply online at www.islandlake.com. Call 800-869-6083
between 9 and 5 eastern time
on weekdays. or info@islandlake.
com for more information .

Dear Life,
Why was Residence Life don training (it was louder than 0-Week)
scheduled at the same time as the
LSAT in Bricker Academic?
Sincerely,
I Hope I Didn't Fail Because Of You

Waterloo Networks
Computer problems7 Elusive
messages or strange noises? Waterloo Networks has fixed thousands of student computers for
our famous flat rate of just $65.
We're right beside Ouizno's.
Come see us! waterloonetworks.
com

Dear Life,
Why must people insist on continuing to whisper loudly in class immediately after the professor has
specifically told them to shut the hell
up? Perhaps I'm just giving them
the benefit of the doubt that they
actually speak English, but I came
to university to hear more from my
professors than that the class needs
to be quiet.
Sincerely,
Shut Up Or Get Out Of My Class

Services

Photo contest
Submit your reading week photos to The Cord (photography@
thecord.ca).

SP-100

Forest Firefighting Course
to be held in

Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources Accredited
No Guarantee ofEmploymenl
l____
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Waterloo/Kitchener,Off

Course wiU be held during evening
hours during the week.
To register,please call
Wildfire Specialists Inc.
2233 Radar Road, Suite 5,
Hanmer, ON P3P IR2
Toll Free: 1-871-381-5849
www.wildfirespecialistca

UKE ANY GOOO
PROC~~TIItJATOR, I R!I!D 01+
OF rue PURE ~ltlt!
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Registration limited to the first 32 applicants

As a child Andrea Millet was kicked by a
horse and can now predict thefoture.

\

Employment

March 10-14,2010
and
March 17-21,2010

Dear Life,
How did Laurier send my transcripts to the wrong university?
Sincerely,
I'll Sue If I Don't Get Into Grad
School

n

AJOT TUAT I PARTICUt..ARL-Y
eAOOY PUTT1Aka 01+ ~
WORK UI.JT1t.. rue LA::sT Mtltlc.rre,
I .:xi~T FtltJO IT ~I!JU!!. TO
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I!IRf!ATJIIAka t>OWitJ MY ltlt!CK.

3 rooms available for summer
sublet at 39 Bncker Ave. Starting
May 2010 at $425/month. Contact Fredd Eyles at (519) 5006400 or email at freddeyles@hotmail.com

Dear Life,
I am sick and tired of"activists:'
Please stop shoving down my throat
how I should be more aware, be
more conscious, protest the Olympies, and present myself for some
cause I don't even understand (the
same as you all do as well). I would
also like you to stop assuming that
I don't do my part. Until you know
every side, shut your face and do
yourresearch,becauserttakes
brains to protest, and smarts to do
it in a non -offensive way. So stop
being upset when people come at
you. Ever think that you are the one
being a mean defensive jerk and the
narrow minded one? Learn the back
story. So as a heads up - activists,
you are often poorly represented, so
take care ofyour own business first.
Sincerely,
Sorry You Are So Caught Up In Your
Own Little World. Please Walk Into
The Real World. You Might Get An
Awkward Reality Shock. There Is
Life Outside Of University.

Libra Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
Your colour aura is showing a lot of red this month.
_
Either love is coming your
way or else you're going to forget
sun block before hitting the beach
this reading week.

Ir~

3 BEDRQOM house for rentClose to University - Available
September 2010 - Call 905 5093282 · or e-mail gord010@sympatico ca
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EDITORIAL
Editor-in-Chief Laura Carlso n • lcarlson@thecord ca

Release summer
course information
Ways to piss students off · ..

Even though it is only February, the university should
be able to provide students with a better idea of the
courses being offered over the summer. This information affects whether students may choose to remain in
Waterloo and take courses -leases and job arrangements are often finalized around reading week.
Course offerings for the fall and winter semesters are
always out well in advance; this is even more necessary
for the summer semester.
While all faculties should be represented in course
offerings available at this time, arts classes should be
a priority. Not only do many arts students need to take
classes during the summer, the business students who
are in school full-time over the summer also often
choose to take arts electives at this time.
If the university wants to maximize the use of its
"physical plant" and benefit as much as possible from
the campus' infrastructure over the summer - as the
administration has expressed - they need to let students know what is being offered sooner, rather than
later.
As students continue to make arrangements into the
spring for what they'll be doing this summer, they will
be increasingly unwilling or unable to commit to classroom courses.
The university needs to make clear what courses are
being offered as soon as p,ossible for students' sake.
Whether or not they will be adding more classes after
the calendar has been posted is not the issue.
A lot of students may be under the impression that
what's on the schedule now is final- only recently has
.it become apparent that it isn't.
Unfortunately, the administration has failed to see
how an incomplete course calendar at this time in the
year hinders the summer employment and living arrangement of students.
-The Cord Editorial Board

Admin. Training 101
-Don't release summer course info
Incr-ease class sizes
Decrease clas~ offerings
-Withhold information about possible
mergers in arts department

Celebrate Canada's
Olympic athletes
The facilities are standing, the athletes are coming
and in a few days, the world will be watching the 2010
Olympic Winter Games in Vancouver.
But there are Canadians who will protest the games.
They will sit, arms folded, refusing to support an event
that anti-Olympic groups have dubbed "a corporate circus" that infringes on human rights.
While the problems should never be ignored, the fact
is that the Olympics are going to happen and no picket
line is going to change it.
One thing Canadians should be focused on and proud
of is that our athletes are going to be good.
Statistically, Canada has been gradually improving,
finishing third in the overall medal count at the 2006
Games -just one behind the United States. But now,
the Canadian government has taken strides to improve
our nation's chances.
It used to be that hockey and curling received the
most funding from the government, leaving other sports
underfunded and neglected; however, this has changed
because of a focus on financial backing through the
Own the Podium program.
Established in 2005 by the Canadian government,
the program plans to contribute more than $100 million
dollars to fund our athletes in 2010 and 2012. They now
currently possess more quality equipment and training
than ever before in Canadian Olympic history.
There is also the hometown advantage. For months,
Canadians have had the advantage of training on the
very same courses where they will be vying for world
supremacy. For the first time on home soil, Canada has
a solid chance to be on the podium for at least one gold
medal.
Hopefully, Canada enjoys and accepts the Olympics
for what they are supposed to be - an opportunity to
display our pride and a chance for the world to come together through sport.
-The Cord Editorial Board

This unsigned editorial is based offinfonnal discussions and
then agreed upon by the majority ofThe Cord's editorial board,
which consists ofJ4 senior Cord staffincluding the Editor-inChiefand Opinion Editor. The arguments made may reference
anyfo.cts that have been made available through interviews,
documents or other sources. The views presented do not necessarily riftect those ofThe Cord's volunteers, staffor WLUSP.
The Cord is published by
Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications.
Contact Bryn Ossington, WLUSP President and CEO
75 University Ave.W, Waterloo ON N2L 3C5

TRINA SCHMIDT GRAPHICS EDITOR

Film studies has significance
outside Of the academic realm

KIMBERLY ELWORTHY
OPINION EDITOR

I am one of the few students fortunate enough to have experienced
Laurier's film program.
While it is a small faculty tinder
the English department banner, it
was exactly what I had imagined my
university experience to be: it is full
of eager students and professors and
has contributed vastly to my knowledge base and how I perceive the
world.
·
Unfortunately, I'm now left in
a difficult position. The business
world does not seem to value a film
education - unless of course you are
rating movies for a newspaper.
This is unfortunate because film
has a significant impact in today's
society.
People come in contact with it on
a daily basis.
In 2oo8, the Canadian Radio and
Television Commission reported
that Canadians spend about 14
hours a week watching television,
including films.
The sheer time dedicated to film
and television has become part of
the reality of contemporary society, and its influence has to be
acknowledged.

When one analyzes the messages film tries to communicate to the
viewer, one is quickly made aware of
how much knowledge and information is gained, often unconsciously.
Film is not simply a superficial
form of entertainment, it is a way to
draw attention to important issues
that people aren't necessarily thinking about and discussing.
For example, while environmentalism is an issue that has garnered
support in ilie past, do~umentaries like An Inconvenient Truth (2006)
brought the issue to the forefront of
popular culture. Aside from winning
two Academy Awards for the picture, Al Gore received the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize for his commitment
to environmentalism, and his film
was cited as a contributing factor to
his influence on the issue.
Film elevated the issue of climate
change to a level where people came
into contact with the environmentalist ideology in'a place that they
would not expect to find it.
Another movement that has been
elevated to the forefrot)t of social
and political debate by film is the
gay rights movement. Films such as
Brokeback Mountain (2005) and Milk
(2oo8) gained considerable attention by popular media outlets, both
of which also grabbed Oscar nominations for their ability to shed light
on a subject that has often been ignored within the mainstream media. These films were able to provide
a frame of reference that the general
public could identifY with.

Film is not simply a
superficial form of
entertainment, it is a
way to draw attention
to important issues that
people aren't necessarily
thinking about and
discussing.

Film studies is important because
it helps people understand the world
in an easily accessible medium
that has a widespread influence on
society.
When I tell people I am a film
student, most are intrigued, a little
sceptical (hey, I watch movies all
day) and they inevitably ask, "So
what are you going to do with that?"
While many overlook the significance of film because it is so ubiquitous, its role in society is critical.
Next time you sit down to watch
a movie and engage in a discussion
about it, think about its prevalence
in society; soon you may understand
why my film degree should have
more value.
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THE FORUM
Have a subversive Sabbath
A day dedicated to rest is needed in our non-stop capitalist society

BRIAN BORK
Laurier

Chaplin

When I was a kid, Sundays were really, really quiet; not a lot happened.
We went to church, came home and
ate lunch and then took a nap or
lounged around the house.
The point was to do as little
work as possible because it was the
Sabbath.
A middle-aged woman I know
once told me about a scorching hot
July afternoon she remembered
from her childhood. She and her
friends sought to beat the heat by
jumping in the pool. The problem
was, it was Sunday and her parents
weren't sure that swimming was acceptable Sabbath behaviour. After
much discussion, her parents decided on the most ethical solution: the
kids could swim, but they had to be
careful not to splash.
From our present perspective, stories like this seem laughably quaint. Now, for the most part,
they've disappeared from our collective practice.
But I'm not sure that we're better
for it. I'm not one to get wistful for
the restrictive legalism ofyore, but I
do think it's incredibly important to

reclaim the discipline of the Sabbath
or, at the very least, the philosophy
behind it.
I say this because a healthy Sabbath observance isn't restrictive at
all, but profoundly liberating.
It's a peculiar myth of our age
that we are somehow more "free"
when we can set our own schedules,
choose to work seven days a week or
go to the mall each and every day.
After all, it's our choice, isn't it? If
I want to work relentlessly or consume on demand any time of the
week, why should my freedom to do
so be limited?
I'd wager that this isn't reflective of true freedom at all but rather
a kind of indentured service to the
market economy.
The paramount values of that
economy are growth, profits and
consumption. The pursuit of these
values has given us a workaholic
culture, and the resulting negative
fallout includes stress, fatigue, substance abuse, broken relationships
and the dissolution of a healthy
boundary between work and rest.
I think university culture has
bought into this quite effectively.
Consider our rationale for attending university: how many of us are
here for the sheer love and luxury of
learning, in the hope of becoming
a better person or because we can't
resist the thrill of engaging with
great books and gieat minds?
I'd say those reasons are far behind the primary motivation: to get
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Former Liberal MP Andrew Telegdi and the WLU Young Liberals
during the anti-prorogation protest on Jan. 23, 2010.
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a job. So we work. We cram. We endure late night study sessions and
exams taken with caffeine jitters. We
stress out about whether we're going
to get kin~ of grades that will make
us competitive in the job market.
And strangely, we boast about our
workaholism.
I can't count the amount of times
I've run into people across campus
and when I ask them how they're
doing, they say "busy:• I've said it
mysel£
It's indicative of a cultural obsession that "busy" seems to be the
most appropriate adjective we use to
describe ourselves.
This isn't the way things ought to
be. We're not created to be workaholics, to be the kind of people who
slavishly strive for the values of the
market economy.
The Judeo-Christian tradition has
recognized this fact from its earliest days, which is why Sabbath
rest is such a fundamental component of what it considers to be a life
well-lived.
It affirms that the Sabbath is written into the very order of creation,
meaning it reflects a deeper reality
amid the bustle of the cosmos.
Want to subvert your capitalist
overlords (or maybe just your own
workaholic tendencies)? Then do
nothing.
For one whole day a week, do ab solutely no work. It might be hard
at first, but you may soon come to
know the taste of a truer freedom.

Crunch time is upon students during mid-terms, but it is important
to remember to step back and take time to relax.

With impending questions directed
toward his government in the House
of Commons, Stephen Harper
should not have prorogued Parliament in order to stifle debate and
investigation into alleged misconduct on the part of ministers of the
Crown.
Prorogation is typically a tool
used to renew sessions after a government's legislative agenda has
all but completed its course; about
30 bills were canned due to prorogation, which is about the same
amount oflegislation this Parliament has passed in total.
Prorogation is also exercised to
provide newly instated prime ministers with the chance to formulate

their own agenda, as has occurred
in the past (most recently in 2003 to
usher in Paul Martin, successor of
Jean Chretien). Our current prime
minister has neither the former or
latter excuse to prorogue parliament; instead, Stephen Harper shut
down Parliament to avoid questions
on the Afghan detainee issue, the
federal deficit, a staggering unemployment rate (which especially affects young Canadians like us), and
climate change policy.
The Liberal Party has proposed
several new policies, including
one to curb abuses of prorogation
moving into the future. This policy
would ensure that prorogation is
no longer utilized as a manipulative

Teach English
Abroad

~I

political tool for prime ministers,
and render prime ministers accountable to parliament.
The WLUYoung Liberals applaud
this party policy and will continue
to help promote positive politics and
democracy within Canada.
- Nicl< Gibson, president of
the WLU Young Liberals

Letter policy
Letters must not exceed 2 so words. Include yourfoil name and telephone number. Letters must be received by 12:00
p.m. noon Monday via e-mail to letters@
thecord.ca. The Cord reserves the right to
editfor length and clarity or to reject any
letter.

llltPAft YOUR COIIItUIII!YI
THINK YOU'VE GOT WHAT IT TAKES TO BE ON THE

JUDICIAL AFFAIRS COUNCIL?
THE J.A.C. IS CURRENTLY HIRING IDGHLY MOTIVATED, DYNAMIC
INDIVDUALS TO SERVE THEIR COMMUNITY AS PART OF THE COUNCIL
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Make a difference in the life of a child dealing with cancer
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www.CAMPTRILLIUM.com
1-888-999-CAMP (2267)

omputer Problems?

Go t o Waterloo Networks f or any computer problems.

$65 flat rate!
Get connected! House networking starts at S10/room.

DURING THE 2010-2011 ACADEMIC YEAR

TESOL/TESL Teacher Training
Certification Courses
• Intensive 60-Hour Program
• Classroom Management Techniques
• Detailed Lesson Planning
• ESL Skills Development
• Comprehensive Teaching Materials
• Interactive Teaching Practlcum
• Internationally Recognized Certificate
• Teacher Placement Service
• Money·Back Guarantee Included
• Thousands of Satisfied Students

OXFORD SEMINARS
1·800·269·6719/416·924·3240

www .oxfordseminars.• ca

5 COUNCILORS
2 STUDENT ADVISORS

The J.A.C. is the student judiciary body of Wilfrid Laurier
University dealing with non-academic offenses within the Laurier
community.
APPLICATION PACKAGES & MORE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE IN
THE DEAN OF STUDENTS' OFFICE, 3R° FLOOR- FRED NICHOL'S
CAMPUS CENTRE

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS 4:00P.M. ON •••
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 25TH,2010
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OPINION
Opinion Editor Kimberly Elworthy • kelworthy@thecord.ca

Disney's anti-corporate message is hypocritical
Although their cartoons are defined by small-town heroes. Disney is still a huge corporation

letters@thecord.ca

If you've watched Disney films like
Cars and Hannah Montana: The Movie,
you would have noticed that such
films have an anti-corporate sentiment. In Cars, the idea of a "laid back
small town life" is romanticized
while the fast-paced big-city life is
seen as needlessly chaotic.
In Hannah Montana: The Movie, the
message is even more blatant. My
friend and I, who watch bad movies as a hobby, sat down expecting to
watch an hour and a half of stupidity; in addition to that, we got a hypocritical anti-corporate message.
Much of the film's plot revolved
around Hannah's quest to stop a
mall from being built in their small
Tennessee town, which would effectively cripple local businesses.
It is incredibly ironic that the mall
developers are portrayed as evil,
considering that they are following
the same business model as Disney.
We've all grown up with Disney it has become a corporation that is
almost inescapable.
And for decades, Disney has had
a monopoly on the children's feature
animation market.

Only recently have other studios
started to make inroads, spurred
largely by the success of DreamWorks' Shrek franchise.
However, if one really wants to
see Disney's own insidious attempts
at monopolizing and putting the little guy down, one only needs to look
at their theme parks.
Disney has a model of copying
their competition to ensure that nobody has any reason to leave Disney World in Florida. To combat Sea
World, Disney built The Living Seas
exhibit at Epcot.
To combat Busch Gardens, Disney built the Animal Kingdom, a
theme park that combines thrill
rides and zoological animal exhibits,
not unlike Busch Gardens.
Regardless of how much more
money Disney World makes than
surrounding theme parks, it seems
as though they cannot stand the
idea of people taking vacations
to central Florida that are not
Disney-exclusive.
When I visited Disney World in
2000, I mentioned going to Cypress
Gardens in front of a Disney hotel
employee, while discussing the itinerary for the week with my parents.
The employee told me there
would be no need to go to Cypress
Gardens as there was enough to
do in Disney World alone to last a
week.
I thought it was very nervy of her
to suggest that, but then I remembered - she was probably supposed
to suggest it.

It was her job as a Disney em- -ployee to ensure that Disney gets all
of our time and money during our
Florida vacation.
Sure enough, we enjoyed Disney
World a great deal, but our detour to
Cypress Gardens was also a nice
excursion.
It seems though that not
enough other people felt
the same way - Cypress
Gardens was permanently closed in
2009 due to a lack of
attendance.
Is there really
any difference between Disney and
the "evil" mall developer from Hannah Montana: The
Movie?
Not really.
Yet Disney still
feels that as part of
its family-friendly
messages, it
can extol the
virtues of
fighting

against big businesses while romanticizing small businesses and
idealizing small town life.
Anti-corporatism sounds really funny coming from one of
the biggest, most monopolizing

corporations within the Western
world.
I can just picture them singing
and cackling in the shadows, just
like one of their devious cartoon
villains.

KELLY CHAU CORD GRAPHICS
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student

THE CORD
Editor-In Chief (salaried position)
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Editor-In Chief (honourarium position)
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Applications available as of Feb 1st in the
WLUSP office, located on the bottom floor
of Macdonald House Residence for
students at the Waterloo campus.
Brantford students can pick up
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The Laurier yearbook
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Friday February 12th, 2010 at 12 noon.
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Bryn Ossington at bryn.ossington@wlusp.com
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Sports Editor Justin Fauteux • jfauteux@thecord.ca

WLU hosts Powderpuff tournament
KEVIN CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER .

University football season may have
wound down months ago, but no
one bothered to tell these girls.
Last weekend, teams of female
football fanatics from across Ontario gathered at Wilfrid Laurier
University to take part in the 2010
Ontario University Athletics (OUA)
Powderpuff tournament.
The event was hosted by Laurier
Athletics and the Laurier Lettermen
Club - a campus club comprised of
male varsity athletes who organize
activities to raise funds for various
charities.
"The tournament started around
1997;' said Adam Bestard, a memher of the Lettermen executive board
who completed his fifth and final
season with the Golden Hawks'
football team this past fall.
"It was two teams from Laurier
and two teams from Waterloo and
they just got together on a Friday
night and played a couple of games
and it just snowballed from there:'
Laurier's contingent often teams
-including the eventual tournament champions, Who's Next- was
the largest school representation at
the tournament, with other university and college teams making the

trek from Ottawa, Kingston, Guelph,
Hamilton, Brantford, London and
Sault Ste. Marie for a total of 24
teams.
Members of the Lettermen Club
serve as the coaches as well as the
referees in a round-robin-styled
tournament with single-game elimination in the playoffs.
"It's no contact, very similar to
flag football;' explained Bestard.
"We've make-shifted the rules a
bit and the safety of the girls is our
number-one thing, but other than
that it's straight flag football:'
The participants in the tournament are traditionally second, third
and fourth -years, as groups of
friends tend to establish teams and
keep them through their university
career.
"I'm in second year and a bunch
of girls played last year; it sounded
like fun but I had blown out my knee
for the rugby season," said Andrea
Wadsworth, a defensive end from
Queen's University.
Despite the strict ~es of the
tournament, Wadsworth feels
there's always ways to get around
them depending on your position.
"For our line, we're basically allowed to push [the other team] back
and stuff, and for the D, we can basic ally do whatever we can to get
around them;' she laughed.

ELLI GARLIN STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Do n't let the name fool you, t hese Powderpuff participants are p laying for more than fun .

According to Bestard, the recruiting process for the tournament has
been mostly word of mouth.
"It's mostly six or seven coaches
that try and find a couple girls to get
on their team and see if they want to
play;' he said.

Wadsworth explains that there
may, however, be more formal training for spots on the team.
"We had tryouts at the end of November so we had practices before
Christmas exams, and we've been
practicing since we've gotten back;'

The QOltf medal OeBale
Will Canada's men's hockey team disappoint the nation like they did in 2006?
Or will they bring the country to its feet like they did in 2002?

TYLERWARRY
CORD SPORTS

Canada's strong sense of patriotism towards hockey has blinded
fans from the reality that Team
Canada will not win the gold medal
in men's hockey at the 2010 Winter
Olympics.
Canada is undoubtedly still a
powerful hockey nation; however,
the rest of the world is competing at
a level that will challenge the men's
hockey team and leave millions of
Canadians heartbroken.
Canada's poor performance in
previous international competitions
is a glaring factor that no Canadian
should overlook.
In Olympic events, Canada has
only won the gold medal once since
1952, with that win coming over the
United States in 2002. That victory
in Salt Lake City was preceded by a
seventh-place finish in 2006 and a
fourth-place finish in 1998.
At the International Ice Hockey
Federation (IIHF) World Championship, Canada has lost to Russia
in the past two competitions, one of
them on home soil.
Despite not being an Olympic
tournament, many professional
players represented their countries,
so many of the same players will be
present at the Winter Olympics.
Another area of concern for Team
Canada is the players that have been
selected. There are significant omissions from the team who are having
great seasons in the NHL. Martin St.
Louis has ~3 points for a mediocre

Tampa Bay Lightning team this
season and is one of the hardest
working, undersized wingers in
theNHL.
On defence, Mike Green of the
Washington Capitals was not selected despite leading all NHL
defenceman in scoring with 54
points; he also has a plus -25 rating. These players were replaced
by the likes of Patrice Bergeron,
who only has 36 points this season, and team captain Scott Niedermayer, who has 31 points and a
minus-17 rating.
The goaltending selections of
Martin Brodeur, Roberto Luongo
and Marc-Andre Fleury have been
shaky as oflate; they have been
overworked by their NHL teams
and have started to perform poorly. Fleury has also been nursing an
injured glove hand.
The fact that Team Canada will
be defending home soil in Vancouver means they will be under a tremendous amount of pressure and
scrutiny. The nation has made it
clear that anything less than a gold
medal will be a failure.
This pressure will give Canada
a certain level of stage fright when
competing, which will hinder their
ability to perform at a gold medalwinning leveL
In essence, there are both internal and external factors that will
make Team Canada unsuccessful
in Vancouver.
The past three Olympics have
seen six different teams in the gold
medal finaL This means that any
team in this tournament could get
hot at the right time and end up
winning the gold medal.
Unfortunately for hockey fans
across the nation, they will have
to wait another four years to see
Team Canada with gold medals
hanging around their necks.

BREN DEN DECKER
CORD SPORTS

When Feb. 28, 2010 rolls around, we
will see the Canadian men's hockey team sporting new gold medals
around their necks. Obviously this is
easier said than done, but considering everything, it beco.mes clear that
Canada has the best shot to win gold
in Vancouver.
Before we look at 2010, let's take
a look back at the debacle that was
the 2006 Olympics men's hockey
tournament. Canada finished third
behind Finland and Switzerland
in Group A and had to P.,lay Russia
in the quarter-finals. They lost the
game to Russia 2- o and ended up
finishing seventh in the tournament.
The main problem for Canada
in 2006 was that they simply could
not score, getting shut-out in three
of their six games. The 2006 team
lacked chemistry; in a short tournament like the Olympics, that is definitely one thing you must have.
When the 2010 Olympic roster
was unveiled by general manager
Steve Yzerman, it was clear that he
had picked a team he felt could play
well with each other, not just a pile
of all-stars.
There is no issue in net; Martin Brodeur has three Stanley Cups
and won a gold medal for Canada in
2002. He also has the most wins and
shutouts all time in the NHL. Backing him up will be captain of the
Vancouver Canucks Roberto Luongo
and last year's Stanley Cup champ
Marc-Andre Fleury.

On defence, Canada is solid. They
have Scott Niedermayer and Chris
Pronger, who have played together in Anaheim, as well as Duncan
Keith and Brent Seabrook who currently play together in Chicago.
This is a major improvement from
2006 where the team indued the
likes of an aging Rob Blake and onetrick pony Bryan McCabe on the
back end.
Up front, Canada has arguably
the best offence in the tournament.
This year's team features players
who have played together before and
have enjoyed success. Sidney Crosby, PatriCe Bergeron and Rick Nash
have played together for Canada in
the past. Ryan Getzlaf and Corey
Perry led the Anaheim Ducks to a
cupin2007.
The team also boasts the hottest
line in the NHL this year in Patrick
Marleau, Joe Thornton and Dany
Heatley. Additionally, stars like
Jarome Iginla, Eric Staal and Jonathan Toews round out the offence.
The only teams that could legitimately beat Canada are Russia and
Sweden.
Sweden has gotten a lot older
since the last Olympics and I don't
think they have what it takes to beat
Canada, especially in net. Many are
putting Russia as the favourite but
finding chemistry may be tough for
them as over a third of their team
does not have experience playing
with the NHL players.
On top of this, Russian goaltender
Evgeni Nabokov has never been able
to come up big when it counts. Just
ask any Sharks fan who watches the
team crumble in the playoffs.
Overall, Canada has the best team
in the tournament, and they have
home-ice advantage every game.
I'm not saying this will be a cakewalk, but do not be surprised when
Canada wins gold.

said Wadsworth.
· The event may be called Powderpuff, but the only thing fluffY at the
stadium was the snow as the girls
finished their season with a bang,
with a home team winning the tournament for the first time since 2006.
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Hawks start
playoff push
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
SPORTS EDITOR
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The Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks
men's volleyball team appears to be
getting hot at just the right time.
After losing four out of their five
matches since the holiday break, the
Hawks won two in a row last weekend -downing the York Lions and
the Ryerson Rams- to put them in
the thick of the playoff race.
"I think we were playing with a
lot more confidence than we have
been lately;' said head coach Shayne
White.
"We were really consistent for
the majority of the two games this
weekend and that's definitely something that we're going to need to
maintain in our two games this
week:'
The consistency that White
mentioned is something that the
young Hawks' team has lacked
throughout the season, leading to
the struggles of this semester, as
well as a five-match losing streak,
that spanned from late-October to
mid-November.
However, thanks to timely twogame winning streak they are currently riding, the purple and gold
are now in position to challenge for
the final Ontario University Athletics (OUA) playoff spot.
The Hawks are currently tied for
the final post-season spot with the
University of Toronto Varsity Blues,
however as of now, the Blues would
make it in because they won both
of the meetings between the two
teams this season.
·
"Toronto owns the tie-breaker
against so we're going to have to

win two of our three matches left or
maybe even all of them," said White.
"(Toronto] has a tougher remaining schedule than us but we've still
got a few tough games, starting with
Windsor [on Friday]:'
On top of possessing the tiebreaker, the Blues also have a match
in hand on the Hawks.
However, two of Toronto's contests come against the Western
Mustangs and the Queen's Gaels
- who rank second and third in
the OUA respectively - while Laurier has more manageable matches
against the middle-of-the-pack
Windsor Lancers and the winless
Royal Military College Paladins before a tough regular-season finale
against the Gaels.
Despite his team's inexperience with no fourth or fifth -years on the
roster - White is confident his team
will be able to handle the pressure of
their final matches.
"Mentally, there is a lot of pressure on us and I think we'll be able
to handle that properly;• he said.
"Physically, we have no problems.
We're well rested, we're healthy; I
don't think we've been overworked:'
Th~ Hawks begin their fight for
the post-season this Friday with a
home match versus the Lancers.
Should they end up making the
playoffs, White believes his team
will be able to turn some heads.
"I think if we do get in (to the
playoffs] we'll end up with a good
match-up against a team like Western, who we've played well against
this season. And usually we play
Queen's pretty tough, so I think we'd
do pretty wen:· he said.
"But right now, we're really just
focused on getting in:'

After a pair of road wins over Toronto and York, the Wilfrid Laurier
Golden Hawks' women's hockey
team is three wins away from a perfect season, sitting at a record of
24 -o. The Hawks went undefeated
in 2001-02, becoming the only team
in Laurier hockey history to go a full
season without losing.
The weekend also saw a pair of
Hawks reach personal milestones
as goalie Liz Knox tied a Canadian
Interuniversity Sport (CIS) record
with her 30th career shut-out and
team captain Andrea Ironside tied a
Laurier record with her 63rd career
assist.

-Compiled by Justin Fauteux

Men's hockey splits
weekend
Having lost three of their last four
games, the Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks' men's hockey team travelled
to Windsor over the weekend to take
on the Windsor Lancers in a pair of
games.
In the first match-up, the Hawks
continued their struggles, falling 2-1
in over-time to the Lancers, who
currently sit in third-last in the Ontario University Athletics (OUA)
west division.
On Saturday night, the purple and
gold bounced back, exploding for
a 7-1 win. Hawks' forward Nathan
Peacock notched his first career hattrick in the win.

-Compiled by Justin Fauteux

Adamczyk hits 1,000 career
points in loss
·

ELLI GARLIN STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

The Hawks' Erik Kroman (left). John Wilson (middle) and Sam
Schachter (right) celebrate during their win over York on Friday.

The Hawks won for the first time in four
matches, beating Brock in straight sets
JAMES CHOLERAS
STAFF WRITER

SEAN POLLOCK STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

in brief

Women's hock~y continues
to dominate OUA

Women's volleyball ends losing streak

Fo urth-year Vict oria Cow ley (in purple) makes a dig during t he
Haw ks' stra ight set s wi n over the Brock Badgers on Saturday.
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On Saturday night, the Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks' women's volleyball team defeated the n-6 Brock
Badgers three sets to none (25-18,
25-18 and 25-18) to snap their fourmatch losing streak.
The win couldn't have come at
a better time for the Hawks, as the
team has been struggling as oflate,
losing 11 of their last 12 contests be. fore Saturday's game.
Although the playoffs are no longer an option, the win definitely
helps the team's confidence going
forward.
So what did the Hawks do differently this week that allowed them to
be successful?
"I wish I knew. Ifl did I would
probably get paid a lot more money;'
joked head coach Luke Snider.
"We were able to play with a
sense of calm and confidence that
had kind of eluded us in previous
games. I think a lot of that had to
do with a nice strong start and the
adjustments we made earlier in the
game:'
"Big games were turned in by fifthyear Kaitlin Sauder- who, according to the PA announcer, was "officially on fire" - and team captain
TescaAndrew-Wasylik, who took
home player of the game honours
thanks in large part to scime timely

kills, 15 in all, and excellent serving
with three service aces.
Rookie Julie Gordon could have
just as easily been the MVP as she
ended all hopes of a Badgers comeback in the second set with two
massive kills that made one parent
at the game exclaim "good Lord!"
Although the offence was on
point, it was the defence that really shined. Early in the first set, the
purple and gold came up with some
big blocks that set the tone for the
rest of the match.
It seemed like every shot was either blocked or altered, giving the
purple and gold ample time to set up
the offence.
"We worked a lot on our defence
this week and it really paid off tonight;' said Gordon.
The Hawks now have a 5-12 record and sit in sixth place in the Ontario University Athletics (OUA)
west division.
The team has two matches left
this season, one against the University of Toronto Varsity Blues, who
sit in first place in the ou~s east
division at a record of12-4, and one
game against the Windsor Lancers, who are last in the OUA west at
1-15.
Despite the fact that the Hawks
will miss the playoffs for the second straight season, a strong finish
will definitely provide some muchneeded momentum heading into
next year.

Visit thecord.ca over reading week to keep up to date on Laurier sports

Last week, veteran Renata Adamczyk reached 1,000 career points;
however, her Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks' women's basketball team
dropped their contests with McMaster and Windsor, adding two
defeats to their now four-game losingstreak.
Despite their recent struggles, the
Hawks can clinch the final playoff
spot in Ontario University Athletics
(OUA) west division by winning one
more game if it is combined with a
loss by the Waterloo Warriors.

-Compiled by Justin Fauteux

Men's basketball drops two
ina row
The Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks'
men's basketball team saw their
record drop to 7-nlast week after
losses to McMaster and Windsor.
The Hawks currently sit two
points out of the last playoff spot
in the Ontario University Athletics (OUA) west division with four
games left in the regular season.

-Compiled by Justin Fauteux

Rich shines at QUA
championships
Laurier swimmer Whitney Rich
continued her dominance over the
rest of Ontario at the Ontario University Athletics (OUA) championships last weekend, taking home the
gold medal in both the 100-metre
breast stroke and the 200-metre individual medley.
The Hawks finished fourth overall on the women's side and ninth in
the men's competition.

-Compiled by Justin Fauteux

Ikram takes top spot
First-year Sohaib Ikram became
the first member of Laurier's indoor
middle distance track team to win
an event this season, finishing first
in the 1500-metre at last weekend's
meet hosted by York University.
The team will take part in two
more meets before competing in
the OUA c_hampionshlps later in
February.

-Compiled by Justin Fauteux

